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Executive Summary

Pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies are facing rapid changes in 
their environment as the costs to develop new drug products increases and 
the number of approved drugs decreases. These are issues not only affecting 
the drug industry, but as well the entire Swedish healthcare. Despite being 
in the global top ten league of Life Science communities, most experts agree 
that the Swedish drug industry has lost a considerable part of its former bril-
liance. SwedenBIO has in collaboration with VINNOVA and Invest Sweden 
conducted an annual pipeline report that has been documenting the pipeline 
condition in Sweden since 2006. The results from this pipeline study have 
shown a transitional delay from late pre-clinical research to the initiation of 
clinical trials for a majority of the targeted companies. Based on literature, 
debates and other relevant sources, four main environmental factors were 
identified as being of particular influence to the early drug development pro-
cess (preclinical to clinical trials) namely innovation, finance, competence 
and regulatory demands. In order to determine the impact of these environ-
mental forces in the observed delay in micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical 
and biotechnology companies, statistical analysis and ten focused interviews 
were conducted. Seven case companies were studied that represented the 
commercialization of both small and large molecules in Swedish drug devel-
opment companies.

When analyzing the results, financing – despite repeatedly making the 
headlines in recent years – was by the interviewees positioned on third place in 
the order of importance when discussing the factors affecting early drug devel-
opment. It was also perceived to be solvable if the innovation and relationship 
between owners and other investors are handled appropriately. Regulatory 
demands were considered the least difficult when compared to the other three 
environmental factors. Although being rigorous and extensive, it is a neces-
sity that all companies will pass as long as drug effect and safety is shown and 
operations follow protocol. The majority of the interviewees named the tech-
nical aspects of the innovation as the most important factor. But as empha-
sized by some, it is not whether the substance actually cures a disorder or not, 
it is about whether the market believes it cures the disorder or not and thus 
chooses to pay for it. If no one appreciates the implications offered by the drug, 
it can only be seen as a failure. Finally, competence and knowledge within the 
company was seen by the interviewees to be almost as important as the techni-
cal aspect of the innovation. Since most pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
companies today employ no more than fifteen employees, it becomes extra 
important to have the right combination of knowledge internally to manage 
the indispensable virtual network that help maintain operations. 
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Based on these findings, it was confirmed that the four theoretical envi-
ronmental factors identified were the forces most influential in the success 
and failure of a drug project in its early development stages. Although hav-
ing been given different reasons explaining the observed delay between 
preclinical research and clinical trials, one common denominator could still 
be deduced. In all parts of the earlier operational activities, the internal com-
petence of the company was shown to be of upmost importance. In order to 
make the original discovery marketable the company needs to understand 
both the basic research behind the innovation as well as the appropriate 
measures to strengthen its market appeal. By having competent and experi-
enced drug developers internally a small company could better manage the 
use of external knowledge and labor to perform the necessary development 
activities. Finding and ensuring funding and partnering deals were made 
simpler if the employees within the pharmaceutical and biotechnology com-
pany have the competence of marketing and communicating its ideas and 
strengths. The owners need confirmation that investment is safe and worthy, 
and potential future partners needs to see that everything done so far has 
increased the value of the original invention and that the project at hand 
will be profitable for all parties involved. Despite the order of importance 
given by the interviewees, competence has been singled out to be the most 
important factor for micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnol-
ogy companies in early development stages when taking all these aspects into 
consideration.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background

For the past several years, the global drug industry has been facing an 
unprecedented crisis with the number of drugs approved being the lowest in 
the history of the industry. At the same time, the cost to discover and devel-
op has increased exponentially and shows no signs of slowing down (Owens, 
2007). These are issues of great concern, not only for the industry itself, 
but also for the entire global healthcare. Long-recognized diseases, such as 

Cancer and Alzheimer’s are becoming more and more common as a greater 
proportion of the world’s population reaches old age. Previously established 
disorders such as AIDS and obesity as well as recent threats from the H1N1 
flu are constantly emphasizing the risks of new perils (Barden et al., 2009). 
Thus, it is clear that it is imperative to take steps towards a high productiv-
ity drug development process in order to address both these and other global 
health issues. 

The Swedish drug industry has been in a world-leading position for almost 
a hundred years. With well-known corporations such as Pharmacia, estab-
lished 1911, and Astra (now AstraZeneca) established 1913, a high standard 
has been set on Swedish drug development. The Life Science business sec-
tor (including pharmaceuticals, biotechnology and medical technology as 
defined by VINNOVA) is today as extensive as ever with more than 30 000 
employees in around 600 companies (Sandström et al., 2007). A majority 
of these are in the dealings of discovering, producing or developing drugs 
(SwedenBIO, 2006). But even though the performance of the Swedish drug 
industry has managed to stay amongst the top ten in the world, we still face 
the same challenges as everyone else. The increased time needed for dis-
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Exhibit 1. The productivity vs. spending of the pharmaceutical industry from 1999–2008, American 
data. FDA NME: US Food and Drug Administration New Molecular Entity. PhRMA: The Pharmaceutical 
Research and Manufacturers of America (represents the country’s leading pharmaceutical researc and 
biotechnology companies). Source: Karolinska Development, 2009.
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covery and development, the decreased innovative strength of Big Pharma1 
companies, and stricter regulatory demands from authorities, are all impor-
tant concerns affecting the industry, craving prompt attention both globally 
and locally, see exhibit 1 (Kola, 2008). Today, most experts agree upon the 
fact that the Swedish drug industry has lost a considerable part of its former 
brilliance (Arvidsson et al., 2007). This awareness and concern has also been 
reflected in the amount of studies2 conducted in recent years on how to boost 
the Swedish drug development environment in order to increase its appeal 
and success. Since it is widely recognized that a fruitful Life Science industry 
is directly related to high standards in our healthcare environment, its pros-
perity should be considered a societal priority (Arvidsson et al., 2007). 

One of the market analysis surveys conducted yearly document the pipe-
line condition in Sweden and dates back to 2006. It is carried out by Sweden-
BIO – the Swedish Life Science industry organization – in collaboration with 
Vinnova and Invest Sweden. In these surveys, around 200 projects in total 
have been recorded throughout the years in terms of targeted disease, type 
of molecule (small/big), state in development process et cetera. These data, 
when statistically analyzed, shows a transitional delay from late pre-clinical 
research3 to the initiation of clinical trials for a majority of the companies. 
Based on literature, debates and other relevant sources, four major environ-
mental factors were identified as being of particular influence to the early 
drug development process (preclinical to clinical trials). By getting a better 
and deeper understanding of how these are met by different players in the 
industry, a more lucid image of the forces surrounding and affecting compa-
nies today may be portrayed, allowing us to search for more appropriate mea-
sures when working to strengthen the Swedish drug industry.

1 Large pharmaceutical companies that generate more than $2 billion a year, have international 
operations, have research and development (R&D) in at least five different therapeutic areas and are 
fully integrated including R&D, manufacturing, clinical, regulatory, marketing and sales operations 
(Rosen, 2005).

2 E.g. Arvidsson et al. 2007 “Medicin för Sverige! – nytt liv i en framtidsbransch”, Stendahl, O. 2008 
“Klinisk forskning – ett lyft för sjukvården”, Vinnova 2009 “Internationellt jämförande studie av in-
novationssystem inom läkemedel, bioteknik och medicinteknik” etc.

3 Definition: less than one year to intended clinical trial initiation.
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1.2 Objective of the study

The objective of the study is to determine the impact of the main envi-
ronmental forces responsible for the observed delay in drug development 
between late preclinical stage and the initiation of the first clinical trials in 
micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies.

1.2.1 Delimitations

Owing to the fact that the majority of Swedish pharmaceutical and bio- 
technology companies consist of less than 50 employees as deduced by  
VINNOVA, this study has been limited to include only micro- and small-
sized organizations4. Another delimitation is the selection only of case 
companies that has participated in SwedenBIO’s annual pipeline survey. The 
validation of conclusions drawn from the surveys (2006–2009) should appro-
priately be based on the companies involved. Finally, when discussing phar-
maceutical and biotechnology companies within this study, I choose to limit 
myself to only include drug discovery and development companies as well as 
drug delivery companies as defined by Vinnova5 due to their similarities and 
thus comparability in drug development characteristics.

1.3 Disposition

The report is structured into six main chapters with a few subsections each 
to make it easier for the reader to grasp the contents. In the initial chapter, 
the background of the study is presented and the objective stated along with 
the delimitations. The second chapter provides the reader with an overview 
of the Swedish Life Science industry up to date and briefly explains the drug 
development process. An account of the methods used throughout this study 
is presented in the third main chapter. The fourth chapter comprises statisti-
cal data attained in the earlier stage of analysis and summerized character-
istics of the case studies. Finally, the analysis is accounted for in the fifth 
chapter followed by the conclusions and discussions in the sixth chapter. 
References and supplements, such as interview questions and neutral recol-
lections of each case study, can be found in the last part of the report.

4 Micro enterprises are defined as having 1–10 employees, small enterprises are defined as having 
11–50 employees.

5 The character of each category is shown in chapter 2.2.
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2 The Swedish Life Science industry

2.1 Once Upon a Time There Was Astra

The 14th of February 1913 is by many people seen as the starting date of a 
new Swedish large-scale industry, namely the pharmaceutical industry. The 
headlines in Dagens Nyheter, a daily newspaper, that day auspicated a bright 
future for the first Swedish drug manufacturing company ever. Accordingly, 
the first couple of years went as planned, but the growth never really took 
off as anticipated. Instead, the company came close to a bankruptcy follow-
ing the crisis of The First World War. Forty years later, after a number of 
reorganizations, what is to be known today as Astra AB had finally been 
able to meet earlier expectations and successfully increased its turnover a 
hundredfold. At that time, other Swedish Life Science companies had also 
established themselves on the market, one of these being the well-known 
Pharmacia (LäkemedelsVärlden, 2002). During the following decades, newly 
innovated drugs and medical technologies facilitated Astra and Pharmacia’s 
continuous expansion. But it wasn’t until the 1980’s that these two compa-
nies launched the products that made the Swedish Life Science industry 
what it is today, setting a high standard on Swedish innovations and health-
care structures (Affärsvärlden, 2005). 

Over the years, the drug sector in Sweden has transformed from a few 
large players into a complicated mixture of mainly micro and small-sized 
companies, making up for around 7 % of the total Swedish net export value 
(SwedenBIO, 2007; SCB, 2010). Pharmacia has become part of the world’s 
largest Big Pharma, Pfizer, and is no longer mentioned amongst its develop-
ment facilities. Astra on the other hand merged with the British Zeneca 
in 1999 creating AstraZeneca, its head quarter now located in London. 
Although Sweden is still listed amongst the top ten international drug devel-
opment communities, most industry experts agree that there are significant 
reasons to worry about the future development. There has during these last 
two decades been a noticeable lack of newly developed products capable of 
replacing some of the blockbuster drugs6 launched more than twenty years 
ago. Astra’s Losec (1988) and its sequel Nexium (2000) are still the drugs that 
have generated the most revenue, reaching total sales of 6.5 billion USD a 
year (Arvidsson et al., 2007). 

Despite major reorganizations, AstraZeneca continues to dominate the 
Swedish drug industry, employing one fourth of all workers within Life Sci-
ence related activities. Its products, accounting for 50 % of the Swedish drugs 

6 A drug that generates over $1 billion each year.
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export value, awaits expiring patents within the following four years  
(Arvidsson et al., 2007; Swedish Trade Council, 2010). So what does the 
future behold for us? According to Barden and Weaver (2010), a “new eco-
system” with the younger micro enterprises in the lead might be the answer. 
Kaitin (2010) further argues that small pharmaceutical and biotechnology 
companies are less encumbered by functional silos, making them better able 
than Big Pharma to focus on emerging technologies, and many experts and 
authorities agree (Barden et al., 2010; Kaitin, 2010; Burrill & Company, 2010; 
Ernst & Young, 2009; European Commission, 2009). They are as indicated 
much smaller in size, but their numbers are constantly increasing. If the right 
opportunities are identified and grasped, these highly innovative groups 
could bring significant potential to the future of the industry.

2.2 The Characteristics of Life Sciences in Sweden

Each of the companies included in this study may be characterized into at 
least one of three overlapping sectors depending on their main business 
activities, namely pharmaceuticals; biotechnology; and medical technol-
ogy. Together, the three sectors constitute the Life Science industry, as we 
see it today. In this thesis, focus has been put on companies included in the 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology sector working with either conventional 
or biopharmaceutical drug discovery, development and delivery. Apart from 
these activities, therapeutic products; therapeutic methods; and production 
are other operations also included in the two sectors, but not considered 
in this study. Medical technology on the other hand includes the develop-
ment of medical products that are not drugs, such as healthcare equipment 
and medical devices. This sector is not further discussed in this report. It 
is important to note the interconnectedness between pharmaceutical and 
biotechnological businesses, since the correct usage of these terminologies is 
rather vague. For instance, there are many companies within drug discovery 
that could be defined neither as exclusively part of the pharmaceutical nor of 
the biotechnology sector (Sandström et al., 2007; OECD, 2010). Another way 
to differentiate Life Science companies is through business segments also 
defined by VINNOVA. This study will, as mentioned above, only take into 
account companies fitted into the two business segments: drug discovery and 
development, and drug delivery. The drug discovery and development seg-
ment include pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies researching and 
developing new drugs and therapies, while the drug delivery segment include 
companies that focus on the delivery and the uptake of target substances in 
the body. 
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The five most prominent Life Science regions in Sweden are, as shown 
in exhibit 2, Stockholm/Uppsala; Malmö/Lund; Göteborg; Umeå; and 
Linköping. Outside of these cluster regions, none of the few remaining com-
panies are research-intensive. Stockholm is the center for drug discovery 
and development businesses in Sweden and has a majority of pharmaceutical 
companies. In Uppsala on the other hand, a more assorted group of biotech-
nology and medical technology companies reside, largely due to Pharmacia’s 
earlier activities in the area (Sandström et al., 2007). As mentioned in the pre-
vious chapter, a majority of the 600 companies in Sweden are smaller busi-
nesses and commonly situated in clusters within different Science Parks in 
close proximity to one of the country’s six university hospitals (UNIONEN, 
2008). According to Vinnova, more than 30 000 people in Sweden7 are pres-
ently working with Life Science related activities. 41.3 % of these could be 
characterized into the drug discovery and development segment. The rest are 
more or less evenly spread out amongst other fields of core operations, see 
exhibit 3. Between 1997 and 2003, the industry has in total grown with more 
than ten thousand employees in which the micro and small-sized companies 
are largely responsible. However, during 2003 to 2006, no major changes have 
occurred (Sandström et al., 2007).

7 Data is from 2006. Marketing and sales activities are not included.

Drug discovery and 
development 41.3%

Drug delivery 
0.7%

Exhibit 3. The distribution of employees amongst business 
segments within the Swedish Life Science industry 2006 
(Marketing and sales not included). Source: Sandström et al. 
2007.

Exhibit 2. The geographical distribution of companies 
within the Life Science industry in Sweden, 2006. Illustration 
used with the permission from Sandström, VINNOVA.

Stockholm/Uppsala 54%

Umeå 3%

Malmö/Lund 20%

Göteborg 17%

Rest of Sweden 4%

Linköping 2%
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2.3 From Discovery to Approval

The first step in the drug discovery and development process is for research-
ers to identify a substance, either a chemical substance (small molecules) or 
a biopharmaceutical substance (large molecules) that has the ability to affect 
the behavior of a certain disorder. This target substance is then characterized 
and chemically modified to express the desired characteristics (AstraZeneca, 
2010). Typically, this stage in smaller companies is partly performed within 
the academy (SwedenBIO, 2009). In the following pre-clinical phase, the 
target substances that show theoretical and in vitro potential is examined 
on animal models and pharmacokinetic tests are carried out to confirm 
effectiveness. At the same time, toxicology trials are conducted to verify the 
frames of safety for the substance. After gathering enough data for an approv-
al from the Swedish Medical Product Agency (MPA) – a critical stage in drug 
development – clinical trials are set up to be initiated (AstraZeneca, 2010). 
Again, in the case of the smaller companies, the pre-clinical activities are 
either performed in the academy or in the company that will be responsible 
for the continued development, or in both (SwedenBIO, 2009).

There are three phases of clinical trials to surmount before the new drug 
application (NDA) is due for submission. The first Phase I trial (CT I), also 
known as the first trial in humans, is conducted on healthy volunteers with 
the purpose of deciding the range of dosage application. These studies are 
also performed to understand the metabolism and physiology of the drug 
versus human interaction. Possible side effects are identified and recorded 
throughout all phases (Lemne, 2004). In some cases, the CT I trial may be 
divided into two sub-trials, Ia and Ib, in which the Ib trial is performed on 

Basic research

5–20years

Pre-clinical research

1.5–3 yeras

Clinical trials

6 years

Drug approved

2 years

Clinical trial authorization New drug application

5
Compounds

250
Compounds

1
Compound

10 000
Compounds

Phase I
20–100 
volunteers

Phase II
100–500
patients

Phase III
1 000–5 000
patients

D
istribution

Exhibit 4. The drug development process from discovery to distribution generally involves basic research, pre-clinical research 
and three phases of clinical trials. Only one out of ten thousands discovered substances is according to statistics approved for 
market entry at least 10 years after identification. NB. This is a simplified schedule of the process and many different versions and 
timelines rotate amongst experts. There are also considerable variations among different therapeutic areas. Illustrated by the author 
based on: SwedenBIO (2009), MPA (2010), The Swedish Ministry of Enterprise, Energy and Communications (2005).
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a small group of patients instead of healthy volunteers (Medivir, 2010). The 
timeframe for a first clinical trial is generally 1–1.5 years when including 
documentations and other extracurricular activities (Active Biotech, 2010). 
Although it should be noted that the timeframes and development stages as 
described here and in exhibit 4 is only one of many interpretations. The exact 
timings and setup varies from project to project (AstraZeneca, 2010).

Phase II (CT II) differs from Phase I by including patients with the pur-
pose of deciding the dosage versus effect relationship. These patients are 
often selected as homogenously and healthy as possible apart from the tar-
geted disease. The CT II is often divided into a IIa and a IIb trial. According 
to Karin Meyer-Rosberg, Managing Director at Quintiles Sweden, this is to 
confirm the success potential as early as possible. A Phase IIa trial is often 
referred to as a proof of concept in humans and is apart from the inclusion 
of patients similar to a Phase I trial. Phase IIb trials are often larger studies 
in which the most appropriate range of dosage application is investigated and 
defined for continued investigation in Phase III trials (Nordic Life Science 
Review, 2009). A CT II is expected to run for 1.5–2.5 years (Active Biotech, 
2010).

The third clinical trial (CT III) is sometimes referred to as confirmations 
studies and the most rigorous and extensive part of the development pro-
cess. Here, the purpose is to document the effect of the drug substance on a 
heterogenic group of patients often consisting of 1 000 to 5 000 people. The 
estimated timeframe varies between 2–4 years. Different alternative studies 
are commonly conducted to satisfy the deviations in legislation in different 
countries in order to obtain a local NDA approval. Once finishing the Phase 
III trial, all documentations are gathered and a NDA is submitted in order 
to bring the drug onto the market. If approved, a fourth phase clinical trial 
called non-intervention studies is initiated after market entry. These trials 
are often conducted to gain knowledge of the long-term effects of the drug as 
well as the rarer side effects (Lemne, 2004). 

Few substances identified as potential drugs make it through the whole 
process. According to a study conducted by DiMasi et al., the probability of 
a drug candidate entering CT I to reach the market is 16 %8. Once the first 
trial is successfully completed, the chance of success improves to 26 %9 as 
can be seen in exhibit 5. Finally, the likelihood for a CT II approved drug 

8 The mean value of self-originated and licensed-in probabilities. US data.

9 The mean value of self-originated and licensed-in probabilities. US data.
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candidate to reach an NDA submission is estimated to be 64 %10. As shown in 
DiMasi’s article (2010), large and small molecules demonstrate variations in 
terms of transition probabilities, which can be seen in exhibit 6. Low success 
rates coupled with long development times leads to high overall R&D costs 
for the research-based industry. According to Kaitin (2010), a recent Tufts 
CSDD study (Tufts Center for the Study of Drug Development) showed that 
the average cost to bring one new biopharmaceutical product to the market, 
including the cost of failures, is $1.24 billion in 2005 dollars. The same cost 
for conventional pharmaceuticals is $1.32 billion (Kaitin, 2010). In Europe, 
the estimated costs for development are even higher still; partly due to the 
fragmented European patent system increasing the intellectual property (IP) 
costs eleven fold in comparison to US patents (European Commission, 2009; 
European Commission, 2010).

10 The mean value of self-originated and licensed-in probabilities. US data.
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Exhibit 5. Phase transition probabilities and clinical approval success probabilities based on compounds first 
tested in humans from 1993 to 2004 in the US. NDA = new drug application. Source: DiMasi, 2010.
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Exhibit 6. Phase transition probabilities and clinical approval success probabilities based on compounds first 
tested in humans from 1993 to 2004 in the US. NDA = new drug application. Source: DiMasi, 2010.
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2.4 Elements in the Theoretical Equation of Efficiency

In this study, the initial theoretical model include four elements that are 
continuously brought up in reports from organizations such as Burrill & 
Company (2010) and Ernst & Young (2009), namely funding; innovation; com-
petence; and regulatory barriers. These forces are often described in associa-
tion to important issues impacting the drug industry. As indicated by Burrill 
& Company, these are the elementary environmental factors that have the 
power to both incite and limit the industry climate today. The specifics of 
each element are further discussed in the following subchapters.

2.4.1 Funding

The worldwide financial crisis, producing the most headlines for the past 
two years, continues to cause global economic decline affecting especially 
developed countries. This environment leaves more room to companies with 
products and revenues posing lower risk to the investor, and less to early-
stage development companies (Burrill & Company, 2010). The sharehold-
ers that the smaller players in the industry have come to rely on – venture 
capitalists (VC), public investors and Big Pharma – will according to Ernst & 
Young (2009) predictably face constraints of their own that might limit their 
commitment. The VC funding model has come under unprecedented pres-
sure with the financial crisis; increased duration to exits; increased regula-
tory uncertainties; and lower returns from initial public offerings (IPOs). At 
the same time, the public investors are not expected to return any time soon, 
leaving the small public companies with a lesser amount of capital (Ernst & 
Young, 2009). A third change in the funding environment for smaller com-
panies is the increased constrains of Big Pharma investments predicted by 
Ernst & Young due to their focus on integrating mega-mergers and reduced 
investments in research and development (R&D). Despite the need for newly 
innovative products from external sources to fill the gap in their pipeline, 
there will be less motivation to invest in more than what is absolutely neces-
sary (Ernst & Young, 2009). “As for now, it costs US$1–2 billion to build a sustain-
able enterprise, and there will simply not be enough capital to sustain a large number 
of today’s companies at that level” (Ernst & Young, 2009). 

2.4.2 Innovation

With the upcoming dwindling revenue streams due to blockbusters going off 
patent over the next five years, both larger Big Pharma and smaller pharma-
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ceutical and biotechnology companies request new innovative replacements. 
The question is how these new innovative replacements are to be identified. 
For many years, drug makers have sought to find “best-in-class” drugs in 
which the product is superior competitors’ in terms of efficiency, safety and 
other features. These differentiating drugs have generated the most value 
creation in firms in the past (Booth et al., 2003). But according to Frank, the 
vice chairman of the investment-banking firm Peter. J. Solomon Company, 
“first-in-class” drugs – a new medicine with a new mechanism developed 
into a new area – is what will be the new “best-in-class” in the future (Bur-
rill & Company, 2010). Two experts at the PA Consulting Group agrees with 
Frank in a letter published in The Times this year, stating that the future of 
pharmaceuticals and biotechnology no longer lies in blockbuster drugs, but 
in niche products. However, they also observed a paradox in the situation 
that these drugs, being much more expensive to develop but at the same time 
target fewer patients than blockbuster drugs, might make it uneconomic for 
the originator to maintain production after patent expiration. This in return 
could increase the difficulty of justifying innovation in the long run (Dams 
et al., 2010). 

Only discussing innovations in terms of drug efficacy and safety is accord-
ing to Rothwell et al. (1974) not enough. Based on finding from the SAPPHO 
project, in which an attempt to discover the differences between successful 
and unsuccessful innovations were presented, the research and development 
(R&D) of an invention11 is shown to be “a priori condition for entering the race 
rather than a factor in success or failure”. It is further stated that other factors such 
as the understanding of customer needs, attention to marketing and publicity, 
efficiency in development (but not necessarily speed), and the corporate compe-
tence are areas in which success and failure is distinguished (Rothwell, 1974). 

2.4.3 Competency

This element encompasses the strategic direction as well as the use of knowl-
edge within companies. Since Big Pharma is constrained by financial and mar-
ket concerns that direct the product discovery and development, an emphasis 
is put on speed instead of originality. The smaller companies on the other 
hand, often stemming from academic institutions, have been able to devote 
more time and effort on the innovative sides of drug development resulting 
in advanced technology and creative solutions (Ernst & Young, 2009). Hence, 
the old business model in which Big Pharma apply the one-size-fits-all solu-

11 Innovation is an invention that has been taken up and commercially developed (Roberts, 1998).
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tion is now part of the past, and a new ecosystem, as described by Barden and 
Weaver, is becoming the current vogue. In this new ecosystem, new relation-
ships between a network of stakeholders is formed in which micropharma, 
defined as mainly academia-originated start-up companies that are efficient, 
flexible, innovative, product-focused, and small, hold a key position. As a 
result, virtual enterprises and complex value-chains are new structural chal-
lenges for those involved. In order to uphold productivity and sustainability 
in this new ecosystem, appropriate business strategies and competencies must 
be developed. Participating in micro ventures must not be business-as-usual 
for the academic researcher and thus knowledge and competence is of utmost 
importance. The smaller the company, the more crucial it becomes to have the 
right competency in order to confront new challenges. An understanding for 
translational research and the development of useful and beneficial products 
is essential (Burrill & Company, 2010; Barden et al., 2010). 

2.4.4 Regulatory environment

Burrill & Company predicts that the regulatory world will become more 
complex, following the inclusion of comparative effectiveness research into 
the equation. It is no longer enough to simply tell if a new drug candidate 
is effective and safe, it now has to provide greater value over existing treat-
ments in order to be approved. The government involvement will according 
to Burrill & Company also increase and create new arrays of regulatory and 
compensatory rules, issues, and challenges for Life Science companies. Gov-
ernment healthcare programs such as the US-based Medicare and Medicaid 
will play greater role in the delivery and reimbursement of healthcare world-
wide (Burrill & Company, 2010). 

In Europe, the fragmented patent system continues to give rise to unneces-
sary costs for those involved. There are two contemporary issues frequently 
discussed in association with the current European patent system namely 
the costs for translation and the decentralization of the court system. Since 
each European market needs its own patent application in its own language 
and each patent dispute is put on a domestic level with its own set of laws 
and procedure, costs and effort skyrocket. Therefore, the development of a 
uniform system will indisputably lead to new opportunities (European Com-
mission, 2010).
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3 The methodology

This empirical research study was conducted using both primary and second-
ary data and in the explanatory form as defined by Riley et al. (2002) to be 
“directed towards exploring the relationships between concepts and phenomena and 
explaining the causality and/or interdependency between these”. The design of the 
study follows the characteristics of a simplified multi-case strategy with data 
from semi-structured interviews on seven case companies and secondary 
sources. According to Yin (2002), “case studies are the preferred study when “how” 
and “why” questions are being posed, when the investigator has little or no control 
over the events, and when the focus is on a contemporary phenomenon within some 
real-life context”. Hence, the case design is considered the most appropriate 
method to use in this study.

3.1 The Swedish Drug Development Pipeline Analysis

SwedenBIO is an industry organization established 2003, by members from 
seven Swedish Life Science companies with the objectives to support, pro-
mote, and foster the Swedish life Science sector. The organization works to 
strengthen the voice of its member companies and act as the platform for 
knowledge distribution, networking and relationship building. SwedenBIO 
has 190 members within the business of Life Sciences and secondary compa-
nies providing different kinds of services for this industry. 

The Swedish Drug Development Pipeline is a survey conducted every year 
by SwedenBIO in cooperation with Invest Sweden and VINNOVA dating 
back to 2006. The results serve as a quantitative indicator to the progress of 
Swedish pipeline projects and their characteristics. The report has evolved 
throughout the years and the number of participants has increased from 39 
companies 2006 to 58 companies 2009. Due to mergers, acquisitions, liquida-
tions and other explanations, some companies have only been registered one 
or two years. The data has mainly been collected through Internet surveys 
and analyzed thereafter. 

The target selection for the pipeline study was primarily based on a list 
of companies provided by VINNOVA, Invest Sweden and SwedenBIO, in 
which only Swedish-based research and development (R&D) companies 
were included (i.e. no marketing and sales companies). Also, only companies 
primarily working with drugs and therapies of some kind were surveyed. 
Secondly, it targets companies with active project in the late preclinical stage 
(less than one year to first clinical trials) and clinical trials at the time of 
conduct. Out of these companies, 69 were approached in 2006; 77 in 2007; 
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79 in 2008; and 90 were approached in 2009. The final average response rate 
achieved was 91 %. This study does not include data from the 2010 pipeline 
survey, since it had not yet been finalized at the time of the research. Instead, 
corporate homepages were used to gather more recent information.

3.2 The Statistical Research Study

Prior to the initiation of this thesis, SwedenBIO requested an aim to focus on 
the issues related to the transition of drug development from late preclinical 
stage to the first clinical trials. In order to determine and analytically con-
clude that the objective was relevant and significant, a statistical study was 
performed after a first selection. 

3.2.1 The 1st selection

To ensure the significance and reliability of the study, a first sample was 
systematically selected from the dataset obtained in the four Swedish Drug 
Development Pipeline reports from 2006–2009 including all data satisfying the 
following criteria (Bryman et al., 2005). 

Select only companies:

• that has participated in The Swedish Drug Development Pipeline survey 
for at least two years.

• defined as either being in the Drug discovery and development segment 
or in the Drug delivery segment.

• with at least one project fully reported (e.g. project name, targets, devel-
opment stages etc.).

• with the strategy to enter clinical trials.

Information concerning the current condition of the companies and their 
projects were gathered from corporate homepages, annual reports and press 
releases. The resulting selection consisted of 42 companies with a total of 143 
reported projects. These data were then used to perform a statistical analysis 
of the drug development progression in Sweden 2006–2010. 

To be able to follow the progression of each company’s product develop-
ment, more than two years of data must have been recorded to gain relevan-
cy. Also, in order to allow comparison between each separate project, their 
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overall development process must 
be similar, hence the inclusion only 
of drug discovery and development 
and drug delivery projects. Criterion 
three and four is to discriminate 
the most reliable data available and 
minimize possible selection errors. 
In exhibits 7–9, the characteristics 
of the first sample is shown in terms 
of headquarter region, corporate size 
and the type of molecule developed.

3.2.2 Method used for statistical research

The statistics were calculated after the compilation of data from 42 compa-
nies and 143 projects, earlier included in the Swedish Drug Development Pipe-
line reports (2006–2009). These data were then supplemented with secondary 
information from annual reports, corporate homepages and press releases. 
The final data set included the name of the company; the preliminary project 
name; the proposed target indication; the type of molecule involved; and 
finally, the number of year spent in each phase of development (late preclini-
cal, CT I, CT II, CT III) from 2005–2010. The statistical setup was calculated 
in MS Excel and the conclusions drawn from these are shown in chapter 4.1.

Stockholm 62%

Uppsala
15%

Umeå 2%

Göteborg 8%

Malmö/Lund 13% Micro enterprises 
57%

Small
enterprises
25%

Medium
enterprises 15%

Large enterprises 3%

Exhibit 7. The distribution of companies included in the first 
selection amongst Sweden’s top five Life Science regions.

Exhibit 8. The size-distribution of the representing companies 
included in the first selection.

Small molecules 
43%

Large
molecules
40%

Both small and large 
molecules 17%

Exhibit 9. The type of molecules each representing company 
included in the first selection develops.
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3.3 The Case Study

The conclusions drawn from the secondary data and statistical analysis were 
used when sampling the second dataset of this study. The research design has 
followed the structure of a case study as defined by Yin (2002) with a study 
question, a study proposition, the units of analysis, the linking of data to 
propositions, and finally the criteria for interpreting the findings.

3.3.1 The 2nd selection and the research design

After concluding that the statistical data obtained in the premier phase of 
research indicated the same observations made earlier by SwedenBIO, a 
second selection was performed to determine the case targets for the main 

thorough investigation. This sample was derived from the results of the first 
selection and did not follow the sampling logic commonly used in surveys as 
explained by Yin (2002). 

In this study, a “two-tail” embedded design has been used as defined by Yin 
(2002). Cases from both extremes of a theoretical condition have been delib-
erately chosen and five embedded units of analysis have been incorporated 
within each replicate (for the exact definition of research design variables, 
please see Yin, 2002, pp. 39–55) namely the interviewee background, the 
development of projects, the strategic direction and the use of competence, 
the financial situation, and regulatory barriers. Seven final theoretical case 
replications (Case A–G) were studied in which two subgroups, each includ-
ing at least three literal replications, were used. One subgroup represented 
the delayed and the other the not delayed companies. The subgroups include 
otherwise similar case companies, all of which having comparable features 
as can be seen in exhibit 10. One critical criterion used when identifying the 
seven case companies was that the selected companies must have undergone 
the transition from preclinical research to first clinical trial within the past 
five years (2005–2010). They also had to be operating at the time of the data 

Exhibit 10. Feature Distribution For The Second Selection

First Subgroup – Delayed Second Subgroup – Non delayed

66 % micro-sized companies 75 % micro-sized companies

34 % small-sized companies 25 % small-sized companies

66 % small molecules 50 % small molecules

34 % large molecules 50 % large molecules
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collection. The aim of the second selection was to include the most repre-
sentative companies in terms of corporate size and the type of molecules 
developed. Geographically, two major Life Science regions in Sweden are 
represented in similar distribution as their respective sizes. 

3.3.2 In search for primary data

The main form of primary data collected in this case study is derived from 
focused interviews (Yin, 2002). A total of ten interviews were performed in 
which seven interviewees were representatives from each case replicate either 
in the CEO position (six cases), the vice president position (one case) or in the 
product development manager position (one case). The remaining three inter-
viewees (interviewee X–Z) acted as external expert commentators, selected 
for their long experience and current positions in larger drug development 
companies or incubator companies. Only one encounter was set up for each 
interview in between March and May, and eight of these were recorded and 
transcribed. Two interviewees chose not to be taped and thus detailed notes 
were taken at the time of the interview instead. Nine interviews lasted for 
approximately one to one and a half hours and were carried out at the offices 
of each company. One fell short to forty minutes due to the interviewee’s 
time limit. The choice of performing a focused interview was due to the time 
limit and the access of the interviewees. Interview questions were prepared 
in advance but an open-ended discussion was allowed in between the prede-
termined structure to get different points of view and freely expressed moti-
vations, emotions and opinions. All interviewees were guaranteed anonymity 
and each case description presented in appendix 2 has been approved of. 
Exhibit 11 shows a compiled schedule of the overall methodology.

3.3.3 The Analysis

The analysis was initially conducted by studying each case separately. 
The five embedded units of analysis were treated one by one and relevant 
characteristics recognized based on literature and comments from expert 
interviewees. Once these were thoroughly investigated and structured, the 
case companies in each subgroups was compared in order to find similarities 
and dissimilarities within each subgroup. Finally, the two subgroups were 
approached simultaneously and conclusions were drawn based on the identi-
fied characteristics. This kind of “playing with data” is similar to the analytic 
manipulations summarized by Yin (2002, page 110) and originally described 
by Miles and Huberman (1994). The analysis is presented in chapter 5.
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3.4 Implications of the Statistics and the Research Design

I consider the risk of sampling errors and sampling-related errors, as defined 
by Bryman and Bell (2005), to be low in this study after the first selection. 
There is though the potential source of error in the inaccuracy of survey 
response. Due to some inconsistencies in between each data collection over 
the years, some statistical insignificance might have been inherited. In this 
study, I choose to set the statistical significance level to p < 0.05, indicating 
the acceptance of five out of a hundred samples to show a correlation not 
generally representative, which is still a relatively high significance level 
(Bryman et al., 2005). 

According to Yin (2002), there are four tests commonly used in order to 
determine the quality of a case study namely the construct validity, internal 
validity, external validity, and the reliability. Applied here, multiple sources 
of evidence and the use of key informants reviewing the draft case study 
report help strengthening the construct validity. The internal validity is by 
Yin described as being able to establish a causal relationship in the analysis, 
which is considered to apply for this report. Due to the time frame available, 
this study is conducted as a pre-study and should be replicated in order to 
achieve a database with stronger external validity. Although using seven rep-
licates, the results indicate that further studies are necessary if one wish to 
draw generalized conclusions about all smaller pharmaceutical and biotech-
nology companies in Sweden. Finally, the reliability is considered relatively 
high. The use of the database provided by SwedenBIO and the consistent 
approach of the research should indicate that the operations of the study 
could be repeated with the same results.

The statistical research The case study The analysis

Exhibit 11. The overall method design from statistical research to the finalization of the report.

Writing the report

Pipeline database

Corporate homepages

Annual reports and press releases

Seven focused case interviews

Three focused expert interviews

Corporate homepages

Annual reports and press releases
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4 The wakeup call

As mentioned in the methodology chapter, an introductory statistical inves-
tigation was performed in order to accurately define the issues addressed in 
this study. Further on, case interviews were conducted, transcribed, sum-
moned, and briefly presented in this chapter.

4.1 Statistics

When analyzing the database after the first selection, 42 companies and 143 
projects remained. The resulting data indicates that the number of projects 
in the Swedish pipeline has risen since 2006 and 40 % of the drug candidates 
previously in the late preclinical phase has either progressed into clinical tri-
als or been liquidated (exhibit 12). The concern lies within the remaining  
60 % that still lingers in early development. Since the definition in the pipe-
line survey for late preclinical phase 
is that a clinical trial will be initiated 
within a year, these projects should 
accordingly have moved on in the 
statistics. This is not the case how-
ever and exhibit 13 and 14 shows the 
number of years spent in each phase 
for all projects. 30 % is delayed even 
more than two years suggesting an 
efficiency problem in the develop-
ment of these drug candidate proj-
ects. It is important to note though 
that the state in which each project is 
to be found does not necessarily indi-
cate that they are active in their cur-
rent development. Many projects are 
on hold due to lack of resources or as 
a strategic decision. I consider it to be 
reasonable to assume that the proj-
ects that have been in late preclinical 
phase for more than five years (~10 
%) are dormant projects. They might 
have progressed as far as the entering of clinical trials before being left on 
hold and thus cannot indisputably be included amongst the delayed projects. 
In order to understand what generates these results, the characteristics of the 
seven case replicates will be presented in the following subchapter.

2010
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2006

CT III        CT II        CT I     
Pre-Clin < 12 months until CT

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35

Exhibit 12. The number of projects in each development 
phase for the past five subsequent years. Source: The Swedish 
Drug Development Pipeline Report, corporate homepages, 
annual reports and press releases. Pre-clin: < one year to the 
entry of clinical trials, CT I: Phase I clinical trial, CT II: Phase II 
clinical trial, CT III: Phase III.
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4.2 Case Characteristics

In order to simplify the analysis, general characteristics of the cases in both 
subgroups were identified and summarized as presented in the following sub-
chapter. For more detailed accounts of each case used in the analysis, please 
see appendix 2.

4.2.1 Characteristics of delayed case projects

The three case companies experiencing a delay in the drug development 
process between preclinical research and clinical trials has been deliberately 
selected to include the development of small and large molecules as well as 
representing both micro- and small-sized companies. They are young startups 
originating from the academia in three different cities and do not yet have 
any human drug product out on the market. 
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Exhibit 13. The number of projects spending one to five subsequent years in the same phase of development. 
Shown in percentage. It can be observed that almost 60 % of the projects in the late preclinical phase (Pre-Clin) 
has been there for more than one year. CT I: Phase I clinical trial, CT II: Phase II clinical trial, CT III: Phase III 
clinical trial.
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Exhibit 14. The number of projects spending one to five subsequent years in the same phase of development 
(shown in percentage) when categorized by the type of molecule developed. CT I: Phase I clinical trial, CT II: 
Phase II clinical trial, CT III: Phase III clinical trial. A total number of 85 small molecules and 58 large molecules 
are included in the statistics.
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The development and the strategy

The drug substances in each case company have been derived from in-house 
research activities in two cases and partly through acquisition in one. Reach-
ing proof of concept is the basic idea stated by all three managers and if pos-
sible continued development through out-licensing or acquisitions. They also 
agree that bringing a first product to the market is of upmost importance 
since being able to show success increases the credibility of the company 
making it easier to find investors and partners. Therefore, a development 
focus has been put in all three cases on one main project with the other ones 
on hold.

Competence

When it comes to in-house competence, the interviewees expressed different 
concerns and strategies. They all agree that knowing and understanding the 
drug development process is crucial, but it has to be to a reasonable price. 
Hence, two case companies choose to “learn by doing” and recruit new in-
house competence only when it becomes financially favorable. The third case 
company however has partly due to bad experiences with contract organiza-
tions and consultants increased its in-house employment ten fold since its 
establishment in Sweden in order to internally deal with the challenges. 

Finance

Financially, all three cases have endured hard times but at least one of the 
companies no longer needs to worry too much about it. Two of the projects 
are now funded by venture capitalists and one by angel investors, licensing 
deals and alternative business operations. Differences have been identified 
between the two venture capitalist owned companies as well, due to differ-
ent incentives and desired exit strategies.

Regulatory difficulties

Regulatory barriers were not seen as more difficult to handle than any other 
activity in the development process.
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Delays

The delays in the each case were due to different difficulties in which tech-
nical and financial issues, manufacturing issues, and contract issues were 
mentioned amongst others. But one factor brought up by all interviewees in 
this subgroup was the occurrence of obstacles not predicted by the people 
involved. The interviewees did not agree on the order of priority when it 
comes to the most important factors affecting early drug development (pre-
clinical to clinical) in micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnol-
ogy companies. Instead, they named financing, the technical aspect of the 
innovation and competence separately as the most important environmental 
variable.

4.2.2 Characteristics of non delayed case projects

As with the cases in the first subgroup, the second subgroup was also selected 
to include the development of small and large molecules as well as represent-
ing both micro- and small-sized companies. They are likewise academia start-
ups with no drug product yet commercialized on the market.

The development and the strategy

The drug substances in all four case companies have been derived from in-
house research. Once a project has reached the preparation phase for its clini-
cal trial, the companies has chosen to put the rest of its operations on hold 
in order to concentrate on the more effortful transition. Reaching proof of 
concept is the common exit strategy for all companies, but whether the exit 
is intended as an out-licensing deal or as an acquisition differs. They all state 
that it depends on what opportunities are available when the timing arrives. 

Competence

Having a competent CEO, experienced employees, and understanding own-
ers has been stated as an important key to success in all four companies. 
Although mentioning the importance of benefitting from professional 
consultants and contract organizations, they also emphasize the need for 
in-house knowhow. Despite this recognition, the four case companies still 
choose to stay small since it guarantees financial profitability and chooses 
only to employ when effectively, but not necessarily efficiently necessary. 
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Finance

All four case companies in this subgroup are owned by two or three venture 
capitalist organizations. Two claim not to have suffered any financial com-
plications thanks to supportive owners and good communication. The other 
two are looking for new additional ways to fund their operations by seek-
ing new venture capitalists or licensing deals for further development. But 
despite seeing the economical ups and downs as being a natural part of drug 
development, they both acknowledge the influence of other factors and do 
not consider their financial condition as that big of a threat to their projects.

Regulatory difficulties

Regulatory barriers were in none of the cases named as the most difficult 
barrier to handle in the development. Instead, it was considered part of the 
unassailable process.

Delays

The reasons given by the interviewees as to why these four companies have 
not encountered any delays in the transition between preclinical research 
and clinical trials are many. But one factor is the same, namely the in-house 
competence. They all agree that predictable delays may be prevented if there 
is prior knowledge of how the drug development process is proceeded and 
what elements is necessary along the way. As to what environmental factor 
they found the most important in the early drug development (preclinical to 
clinical) in micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology compa-
nies, two interviewees named the technical properties of the innovation and 
two named competence. 
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5 The challenge

Efficiency is achieved in a system when it produces maximum output for the 
minimum input of resources, as defined by the Gale Encyclopedia of U.S. 
Economic History (1999) – a state that many companies strives for, but fails 
to attain. It becomes even more relevant for an operation to be efficient if the 
resources available are limited. As a consequence of the previous financial 
crisis, many industries have watched their assets being stripped down and the 
drug industry is no exception. Despite predictions of better times to come, 
there are no doubts that we are in for a long, and for some, struggling road to 
run. For a company to remain profitable and productive at times like these, 
having an efficient operation is indispensable. In the drug industry, financial 
difficulties have brought forward other challenges as well, such as the lack 
of new blockbuster drugs, unsustainable business models, and increased 
regulatory barriers. These are issues that most professionals in the industry 
have been familiar with for a long time, but their severity and the implica-
tions that follow from them have never been more palpable. The Swedish 
drug industry is facing the same challenges as the rest of the world and the 
companies in this country also need to be efficient in order to ensure com-
petitiveness. But, as indicated in earlier chapters, most companies are being 
too optimistic in their scheduling and rarely progress according to plan. One 
bottleneck that has been shown to be one of the most difficult transitions to 
handle in the drug development process is the gap between preclinical stud-
ies and the first trials in humans. A number of different accounts are avail-
able to explain the situation but there are some common rationales. The fol-
lowing analysis discuss the environmental forces influencing Swedish micro 
and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies and is based on 
seven case replicates and three expert interviews. How, and to what extent, 
do the environment affect the efficiency of the transition from preclinical 
trials to CT I in each specific company? 

There are plenty of ways to increase the efficiency within a company but 
the first step is always the same. In order to do whatever is necessary, we 
need to identify what needs to be done. When mentioning the delay in the 
preclinical and clinical transition, no interviewee was surprised. The trend 
was seen as reasonable and they all agreed that this is no exceptional situa-
tion for any micro- or small-sized pharmaceutical or biotechnology company. 
As can be seen from the recollection of each case, there are plenty of reasons 
as to why a delay might occur in the gap between preclinical phase and 
clinical trials. It could be due to unexpected side effects identified through 
safety tests, substance and manufacturing issues, funding difficulties, the 
need for extra documentation et cetera. Some of these explanations could 
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perhaps have been prevented while others could not. Based on these findings, 
all interviewees tell different stories and thus leave no consistent, concrete 
reason, as to why this delay continues to occur. Despite the lack of coherency 
in the recitals, one common rationale could still be identified in all cases, 
namely the importance of knowing what is to come. If one does not know in 
advance what to do in order to achieve a certain goal, how does one reach it? 
Also, if one does not know in advance what might go wrong, how does one 
prevent it? Hence, efficiency in this case comes with the knowledge of what 
to do and when to do it so that a plan as thorough and accurate as possible is 
laid out to guide the process. 

All four main environmental factors mentioned in the theoretical chapter 
were confirmed to have significant effect on the daily operations of all com-
panies, but to a varying extent. Regulatory issues were considered to be the 
least notable barrier and are thus not discussed separately in this analysis. 
Competence and innovation were the two forces considered the most influ-
ential and difficult by the interviewees, closely followed by financing. This 
will be further discussed in the following subchapters.

5.1 If I Were a Rich Man

It is clear that the financial crisis has hit the drug industry hard and fast. But 
despite the constant discussions of lacking capital and funding issues, only 
one case company named money as the most important and most difficult 
factor when it comes to drug development. Although other interviewees 
agreed that funding is without a doubt essential to the business, they all 
considered other factors at least equally crucial. Since most micro and small-
sized companies are supported by venture capitalists that offer milestone 
payment, the investments are intimately related to the performance and 
efficiency of company activities. Each milestone indicates the promise of 
reaching a certain phase within a certain timeframe and in order to ensure 
credibility, it is best to fulfill them. Accordingly, the operational success 
and sustainability of a company influence the chance to receive additional 
funding, which again demonstrates the importance of strategy, planning and 
competence. Obviously, there is a paradox in the situation since many cases 
exemplifies how financing is necessary in order to keep a project advancing, 
and at the same time, progression is what is required in order to get funding. 
Thus it becomes even more imperative for a company to be as efficient as pos-
sible and make the most of what resources are available. As emphasized by 
interviewee X: “Not every project is meant to survive. What is desired is that the 
ones that ought to, do.” 
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Most companies agree that more funding would not necessarily relate to a 
change of business strategy. Neither did it necessarily indicate that more peo-
ple would be employed in order to gain additional internal competence, nor 
that more projects would be run collaterally in order to lower risks; a faster 
or more expensive approach wouldn’t necessarily be used in order to speed up 
the process. Hence, additional funding would not induce a faster transition 
between preclinical phase and clinical trials except for the cases in which 
finance is the only existing barrier. It should also be added here as elaborated 
by interviewee X: “You might be able to overcome the first assessment [the transi-
tion from P to CT I] owing only to financial capabilities and luck. But having money 
and no brains won’t take you much further.” 

A third aspect when it comes to financing is the funding structure of 
conventional micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology com-
panies. As most of the professionals in the industry is familiar with, venture 
capitalist enterprises are the most common source of financing available. The 
biggest investor commonly considers it to be common sense to be involved 
in the operations of one’s portfolio projects and have the final say about its 
activities. This structure leads to a special kind of relationship between the 
owners and the employees that affects the way in which funding is allocated. 
As argued by the CEO of Company A: “It is all about working closely with the 
board in order to ensure their wish to participate in our growth. It is a continuous 
process and one has to be able to read the signals they give us when they’re in doubt.” 
Once again, the main issue behind funding is about knowledge and commu-
nication. If those in charge of a project have the ability to ensure credibility 
to its owners, funding will to a lesser degree be the reason for a delay in drug 
development transitions. 

5.2 Is Being Innovative Enough?

The drug industry is undoubtedly a research-intensive and high-tech business 
in which the innovative and technical strength of the product is crucial for 
the success of a company. But as stressed by the CEO of Company F, it is not 
only about the quality of the drug but much more about whether or not any-
one is willing to buy it. Simply having the best idea and potential doesn’t nec-
essarily mean that customers, governmental healthcare systems, or insurance 
companies are willing to pay. Obviously, an outstanding product will have 
a better prerequisite to succeed, but as indicated by the CEO of Company E, 
one will have to be able to show extreme excellence in today’s tough climate 
in order to outshine the rest. When it comes to the transition between the 
preclinical phase and clinical trials, interviewee Y believes that one might 
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be able to “cheat” its way through the first gap by having a good strategy 
and excellent competence, but that sooner or later, the reality will catch up. 
However, with the majority of the innovations being rarely exceptional, 
but instead either better or worse, strategy and competence might become 
“that something” that will differentiate the one from all the others. As also 
described by Rothwell (1974) and Roberts (1998), having an invention is one 
thing, but being innovative is another. There are multiple factors involved in 
successfully commercializing an invention and only taking one into account, 
in this case the efficiency and safety of the product, is not enough. If the 
number of strong inventions today may be described by the normal distribu-
tion in which only 2.2 % lies in the excellence zone and more than 64.2 % are 
neither better nor worse. Then the majority of the projects will have to work 
on the other factors in order to distinguish themselves.

According to E&Y, a number of companies have responded to the financial 
crisis by focusing on a single “most promising” clinical candidate while put-
ting other clinical projects on hold. But given the serendipity in drug discov-
ery and research it is likely that some innovative discoveries will be curtailed 
(Ernst & Young, 2009). Not only do the chance of accidentally coming across 
the next big thing dwindle; it also makes it more difficult for a company to 
let go of a dubious project. As discussed by four of the interviewees, many 
projects are bound to fail, that is what the drug development process is all 
about. So when a company hangs on with one last string of hope to their one 
and only substance despite its unsustainable character, they are out on thin 
ice. Based on these arguments, many of the delayed projects that need addi-
tional safety studies, effect studies, and other preclinical activities, could be 
attempts in hopes of saving the company and not true faith in the project. In 
these cases, when the benefits of the innovation have failed to present them-
selves, the most industry efficient solution would be to let go.

5.3 To Do Or Not To Do: That is the Question 

In all the above contexts, knowledge and competence has come to play a 
central part of the discussion. To be efficient, better inventions need to be 
marketed and communicated. Worse inventions need to be strengthened 
and evaluated, and in some cases liquidated. All these aspects entail people 
with the knowhow of what to do and when to do it. In this study, it has been 
shown that the lack of competence within micro- and small-sized companies 
is the main explanation to the delays in drug development. Especially in the 
transition from preclinical phase to clinical trial, the first barrier in which 
the majority is impeded and only the most creditable may pass. According to 
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all interviewees, there is a major difference between the discovery and the 
development process in drug development that many fail to concede. “As a 
researcher in the academy, there are rarely any strict frameworks or rules to follow. 
But once you’ve entered development, you will not only have to keep your toes inside 
the box, you will also have to document all the frames and regulations you have fol-
lowed down to the most detailed facts,” explains interviewee Z. One of the proj-
ect managers in an incubator company (interviewee Y) agrees, and describes 
how the appreciation for the business aspect of things is what most young 
startup companies lacks when they appear with “the most brilliant innovation of 
the year”. 

5.3.1 To know what to know makes the difference

Today, most micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology com-
panies are working in a virtual network with only a few full-time employ-
ees and a tenfold of consultants. They tend to choose to keep the research 
knowhow in-house along with a couple of project leaders pulling the strings. 
The consultants involved in order to manage the daily operations are most 
often identified through networks and recommendations. This again indi-
cates the importance of knowing the industry when seeking out the right 
people to rely on. “If you are not aware of what you need, how will you know who 
to look for?” asks interviewee Y. One bad example of what might happen if the 
competence in-house is insufficient when working with contract organiza-
tions is the case of Company G. Their delay in entering clinical trials was to 
a large extent due to the lack of in-house product development knowledge, 
leading to the use of an unqualified contract research organization (CRO)12 
as explained by their product development manager. Once they acquired that 
competence, it took them no more than one year to manage what they hadn’t 
managed in four. 

5.3.2 A Swedish perspective?

It is written in the Beyond Borders report 2009 by Ernst & Young, that the 
conventional wisdom of many smaller Life Science companies has been to 
“sell their first born” – licensing their initial product candidate to Big Phar-
ma out of necessity in order to sustain operations with the hope of ultimately 
becoming fully integrated Life Science companies in the future. Amongst the 
case companies interviewed in this study, none had the intension to mature 

12 A contract research organization is a service organization that offers a range of outsourced 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology research services to aid in the drug development process.
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into Big Pharma or Big Biotech, as opposed to the observation made by Ernst 
& Young. This result could either be due to the inclusion of an exceptional 
group of case companies in this study. Or, it could be interpreted as a dispar-
ity in the Swedish perspective in comparison to the global Ernst & Young 
perspective. I choose here to believe in the second explanation. Since seven 
companies with completely different prerequisites are all determined when 
saying that there is no possibility for a company this size to become fully 
integrated, it seems difficult to ignore. Despite the long-sightedness of some 
owners, none has expressed a wish to continue their development single-
handedly. As a consequence of the Swedish logic, companies try to keep the 
costs down in order to attain the biggest increase in corporate value with the 
least amount of input. One way to do that is to minimize the labor costs. The 
result is a slower progression of the drug development and delays, as the ones 
identified in this study. According to interviewee Y: “It is important to remem-
ber that small companies aren’t trying to be perfect, they’re doing the best they can, 
which leads to a completely different logic.“ Many companies choose to acquire 
knowledge by doing and thus taking a much longer time than perhaps neces-
sary. There are arguments saying that the lessons learnt the first time around 
will be used the second time in order to speed things up. But that postulates 
that the first try is successful enough for a second opportunity to come. 
So despite the recognition of the importance of in-house knowledge, most 
companies still choose to take the risk of putting it all on a few numbers of 
people. Depending on the circumstances, many may not even experience any 
difficulties. But the once that do, might because of ignorance, crumble. The 
balance in the definition of efficiency between productivity and costs has 
been shifted towards the costs, and productivity has become less prioritized. 
Despite discussions about venture capitalists rushing for exits as fast as pos-
sible, these owners seem to rather take it slow, than invest more in order to 
speed things up. “They [the owners] might not be happy about it, but they indulge 
it. After all, there are no examples of projects progressing faster than expected, only 
slower.” (Interviewee Z).

5.3.3 Money speaks

Although still crucial, regulatory barriers did not seem to be as difficult and 
noticeable in the early development discussions as the other factors. Instead, 
another fourth factor were brought into attention, namely the influence of 
the owners. As mentioned earlier, most micro- and small-sized pharmaceuti-
cal and biotechnology companies have a complex ownership structure with 
multiple venture capitalist companies involved. These, often industry specific 
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VCs, are highly active within each portfolio company and has as the main 
owner the final say in the decision-making hierarchy. Accordingly, under-
standing and appreciating the drug development process is a must for the 
representatives from these organizations in order to pertinently support the 
operations of the company. Also, in academic startups, the board of directors 
including the owners is commonly the company’s first close connection to 
the industry and hence, their knowledge and support extremely significant 
for the future development. As mentioned by Barden et al., (2010): “A good 
venture capitalist is absolutely invaluable to the success of micropharma and is often 
more efficient, knowledgeable and responsive than any government funding agency.” 
But they continue to add: “However, both sides must remember that this is a part-
nership of equals. VCs needs scientists just as scientists need venture capitalists.” An 
understanding that cannot be taken for granted. 

5.4 The Final Equation

To sum up, the simplest account of a drug development transition from 
preclinical phase to clinical trial could in terms of environmental forces be 
affected by the innovative strengths of the drug candidate, the financial 
condition of the company, and the knowledge and competence amongst the 
employees and the board of directors. No matter if you are doing preclinical 
research in order to prove efficiency and safety in animal models, or ensuring 
the authority that all regulatory demands have been fulfilled, or attracting 
investments to finance your project, or if you are planning and setting up 
the first clinical trial in humans, the three forces will be influencing the 
outcome of each activity. Through the information gathered in this study, it 
is clear that competence is the most prominent issue. As mentioned earlier, 
a good innovation still needs to be improved and developed and a financing 
opportunity still needs communication and marketing skills. Since most 
delays in the transition discussed is due to either test failures, omitted docu-
mentation, the lack of funding et cetera, knowing and being prepared might 
be the answer in order to make the process more efficient.
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6 Conclusions and discussions

After finalizing all ten interviews, it was apparent that the four environmen-
tal forces primarily identified through literature, current debate and other 
secondary sources were confirmed to be the most influential and difficult 
to handle in the transition between preclinical research and clinical trials 
for micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. A 
strong innovation is necessary in order to show results in the various trials 
conducted throughout the development process. Funding is crucial in order 
to perform the operations needed. Also, regulatory demands put all compa-
nies on the edge by enforcing rules and legislations to guarantee safety and 
quality. Despite being the step that involves extensive preparation, early 
effort, and paperwork, the regulatory barriers were considered to be the least 
difficult process to handle. Instead, all interviewees agree that it simply is a 
blockage that one will pass, as long as operations are performed according to 
framework. 

Although all four factors were proven to be more or less important in its 
own way, one of them has stood out to be of strongest influence in today’s 
environment, namely competence. Based on the analysis, three forms of com-
petence has been derived that to a great extent affect the progression of early 
drug development (P to CT I): 

1.  The understanding of what is to come in the development process, being 
prepared for it, and realizing what ought to be done about it.

2.  The marketing and communicating of company and project potential in 
order to obtain funding and support.

3.  The owners and their experience and knowledge that could render valu-
able networking opportunities and make the collaboration between ven-
ture capitalists and the company easier.

If the company lacks any of these three forms of competence, efficiency 
might not be accessible and the other essential environmental factors such as 
innovative strength, financial conditions, and the adaptation to regulatory 
demands might suffer. 

6.1 The implications of the Study

6.1.1 Invention versus innovation

Having identified why certain micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and 
biotechnology companies are delayed in the transition between preclinical 
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phase and clinical trials, there are some implications I find interesting to 
discuss. 

Based on the information gathered during the study it became clear that 
simply having a promising product isn’t enough to succeed with the drug 
development. A fact that has already been argued by Rothwell (1974) and 
other scholars within the study of innovation theory, although not specifi-
cally concerning the drug industry. Who and how one does things matter, 
not only when it comes to developing the drug substances, but also when in 
search for additional funding and partnering opportunities. As mentioned 
earlier, there is a distinction between invention and innovation that is rarely 
brought up in the context of drug development. As a high tech research 
intensive field, most discussions on whether a drug substance has future 
potential or not, refers to the technical aspects of an innovation; an aspect 
defined as the invention by Schumpeter (1939) when studying the relation-
ship between science/technology and business activities. Schumpeter stated 
that change in science and technology was interesting only in its ability 
to transform the outside world and that this transformation capacity had 
to operate through the mediation of the market place. Obviously, the drug 
industry with its links to global healthcare and regulatory restrictions is not 
any ordinary technological product and thus cannot be compared according-
ly. But the theory that Schumpeter and then later Rothwell developed contra-
dicted the traditional view of placing basic R&D in front of direct applicable 
knowledge and should still be taken into account, even in this line of busi-
ness. As mentioned by some of the interviewees, the potential strength of a 
drug substance lies as much in its ability to be attractive on the market as its 
actual effect. Only proving scientific quality and safety does not indicate that 
a transformation of the market will occur and hence generate value to both 
the producer and the consumer. Instead, the innovation, as referred to here 
as the commercialization of an invention including user friendliness, packag-
ing, marketing and other aspects are as well at least equally important to the 
success.

6.1.2 Tacit knowledge of the drug development process

Financial difficulties in smaller pharmaceutical and biotechnology compa-
nies has been a hot topic in debate and discussions all around Sweden, and 
the lack of funding has been identified as the major issue behind the declin-
ing productivity in drug development. This study has indicated otherwise, 
at least in the earlier stages of drug development. Instead, the lack of compe-
tence within companies has been concluded to be a more significant factor in 
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the failure or success of a project and the communication and mediation of 
market opportunities more influential. Although this awareness is nothing 
new to the professionals within the industry, only acknowledging this fact 
is not entirely enough. It is also necessary to start thinking about the conse-
quences these findings might implicate. 

In the theory of knowledge management, a distinction between tacit 
knowledge and explicit knowledge has been drawn by Michael Polanyi 
(1966) when classifying the dimensions of human knowledge. Explicit refers 
to knowledge that is transmittable in formal systematic language, while 
tacit on the other hand has personal qualities making it hard to formal-
ize and communicate. Also, since all knowledge has its tacit presupposi-
tions, tacit knowledge is not something that can easily be converted into 
explicit character (Nonaka, 1994). In a drug development company, explicit 
knowledge can be displayed and conveyed through schemes, plans, reports, 
consultancy and “instruction manuals” of how the drug development process 
ought to progress. This category of knowledge is easily achieved trough the 
virtual network that has become a natural state of learning for the smaller 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies. But when it comes to tacit 
knowledge, involving individual knowhow based on experiences, crafts and 
skills, it is not as simple a problem as one would think. This dimension makes 
available the ability to predict and plan ahead for otherwise unpredictable 
obstacles, as well as the unexplainable gut feeling of what is appropriate and 
beneficial in a specific context. Obviously, both dimensions are necessary in 
an organization that strives to become successful, especially in a knowledge 
intensive industry such as the drug industry. In order to gain access to tacit 
knowledge, competent people with experience and knowhow of the entire 
drug development need to be accessible. In the past, Astra and Pharmacia 
have been the main source of learning and development, giving its employees 
the opportunity to gain knowledge of the entire drug development process. 
These professionals have then used their competency to strengthen the 
Swedish drug industry as managers of newly founded organizations, board 
members or owners. Today, fewer and fewer people working within the Life 
Science sector have that insight, and as the younger generation reaches the 
managerial positions, the lack of competence that has been proven to be nec-
essary in order to manage and carry out all stages in drug development might 
become an even more crucial concern for the Swedish drug industry that 
needs increased attention and at least half the headlines currently occupied 
by financial affiliations.
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6.1.3 The Swedish drug development in a global ecosystem

Another connotation that is worth mentioning is the observation that most 
case companies in this study lacks the motivation to grow into fully inte-
grated Big Pharma or Big Biotech. In relation to the wavering strength of 
the Swedish Life Science industry, this cannot be seen as encouraging. “The 
new ecosystem” as described by Barden and Weaver (2010) is an already well-
established and recognized value chain for the new drug industry. The most 
fundamental part in this “ecosystem” is the relationships between micro, 
small and big pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies forming a drug 
development chain that goes beyond the borders of one company. In order 
to maintain efficiency, a complex network of communication is indispens-
able and all parts of the system must be available – a prerequisite that the 
Swedish drug industry fails to fulfill. As mentioned earlier, there is a lack of 
medium and large pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies in Sweden 
that should according to the new ecosystem be able to take in the newly 
discovered innovations emerging from micro and small company clusters. If 
this cannot be done, the smaller companies will be forced to look for global 
solutions beyond Swedish soil and the question is: How will that affect the 
Swedish drug industry climate in the future? 

6.2 Further Studies

Since this study is considered to be a pre-study with only seven case repli-
cates, it does not have enough external validly to give definite conclusions 
that is assumed to apply for the entire Swedish drug industry. Thus, it would 
be necessary to conduct a more extensive study that covers more cases and 
observations in order to fulfill the larger objective. The cases included in 
this thesis are all currently operating companies, and even though some has 
progressed faster and smoother than others, no real unsuccessful examples 
have been examined. Therefore, as a suggestion, a more extensive study could 
include the investigation of liquidated projects in order to compare two truly 
opposite illustrations. It would also be interesting to have an international 
perspective to see if the delay is observed in other countries as well. One 
final suggestion for further studies is to follow up on the case companies 
included here, in order to see if their views and opinions have changed in a 
couple of years. Since all of these companies have yet to reach their desired 
exits, they might have more to learn that could be of interest to the rest of us 
as well.
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8 Appendix 1 – Interview questions

The following questions were used as a basic structure and further developed 
to fit each case company and its circumstances before the interviews. Follow-
up questions were also prepared in some extent, but room was left for the 
interviewees’ own thoughts and emotions concerning the transition between 
preclinical research and clinical trials.

1. What is your background and experiences in the drug industry?

2. How and when was the company founded?

3. Key happenings of the company?

4. How has the research and development activities progressed?

5. How many projects have been developed?

6. How many years did each stage take in the drug development?

7. Were there any delays?

8. What is the company’s overall strategy?

9. What is the company’s core competence?

10. How do you manage the competence level within the company?

11. Do you lack any competence?

12. Does your operational network include consultants?

13. Does your operational network include contract organizations?

14. What is your overall financial strategy?

15. How are you funded?

16. Who are the owners and how do you communicate?

17. Have you suffered any financial difficulties? 
a. If yes, what have been the consequences? 
b. If no, what do you consider to be the reason behind your success?

18. If not restricted by money, would there be any changes in your overall 
strategy?

19. Do you find the regulatory barriers difficult to handle?

20. How have you managed to find information concerning these?
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21. Do you find the need of institutional assistance when it comes to regula-
tory demands?

22. Which factor (innovation, finance, competence and regulatory barriers) 
do you consider to be of upmost importance for the failure or success of 
micro- and small-sized pharmaceutical and biotechnology companies in 
their early drug development?

23. Do you see any other factors not included as equally important in early 
drug development?
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9 Appendix 2 – Case descriptions

9.1 Case A13

A professor at Karolinska Institutet recognized how a Low Molecular Weight 
Heparin (LMWH) of a certain molecular weight range could ease the com-
plications of protracted labor almost ten years ago leading to the foundation 
of Company A in 2003. Another twelve professionals from different fields 
of expertise such as drug development, production, science, and business 
management joined in to form the company. In the subsequent years to come, 
different substances stemming from the same molecule but with different 
molecular weight, targeted towards different indications, were selected and a 
clinical trial performed. In 2007, the present CEO was recruited to strength-
en the market knowledge of the company and in the same year, a second 
clinical trial was initiated. 

Today, Company A has four employees and is located in one of Sweden’s 
largest Life Science clusters. They have also founded a second company work-
ing on different candidate substances for other indications in a different 
therapeutic area. 

Discovery and development

The drug candidates selected by Company A are all versions of the same basic 
molecule, as mentioned above, but with different molecular weights. The 
three that were chosen to be further developed was identified through the 
screening of many substances in which these proved to have the best poten-
tial of being effective within their separate fields of indication. The selection 
criteria were mainly based on the results from the ex vivo studies conducted. 
The main candidate drug is now in its second clinical trial and a secondary 
substance is in its first. Other pipeline compounds are still in early discovery 
phase. 

The progression of the drug development has been rather fast for Company 
A according to the CEO of the company. After the approval by the Medical 
Product Agency, it took no more than a year for them to enter Phase I, and 
another year to enter Phase II. The delays that do have occurred have been 
due to difficulties in the recruiting of patients in the second clinical trial, an 
issue solved by opening more clinics. 

13 This Case is based on an interview with the CEO of Company A (100412) and company home-
page materials.
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One of the reasons why things have been progressing considerably smooth 
for Company A could be due to the well-documented molecule they are 
working with. According to the CEO, they were not expecting any negative 
adverse events either in toxicology or in safety: “Since we already knew that we 
weren’t going to face unexpected obstacles in the process, we were able to work col-
laterally and hence reach our milestones sooner.” Another factor involved in the 
successful development of the company is the knowledgeable people working 
with the projects. “It’s not only about having the answers in beforehand but also 
about having total control of what’s to come in the future in order to be able to pre-
pare for it.” (CEO, Company A). 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

The overall business focus of Company A is to take its projects to proof of 
concept in humans and then identify an appropriate exit. “We hope to find a 
partner that wants to collaborate in moving the project further and in to Phase III. 
Despite being a small company, we will request strong commitment and geographical 
reach from a partner,” commented the CEO. Since the main project has already 
gotten proof of concept, one part of Company A’s work is now focused 
towards identifying potential partners, either in the field of indication or 
in the area of the substance. The CEO emphasizes that it is important to be 
firm and not too submissive in a due diligence14 just because of the small size 
of the company. They have also chosen not to profile themselves towards a 
certain potential partner: “I don’t believe it to be a choice. What if they lose inter-
est? Then it might become even more difficult to find a new partner.” Company A 
has earlier on been in contact with many stakeholders to market and create 
an awareness of the company, but the real negotiations have not yet been ini-
tiated. “They [the potential partners] are not hard to find, but they might be difficult 
to nail down,” added the CEO.

As mentioned earlier, Company A consists of four employees working full-
time with the project, and they do not consider their employment situation 
an issue. Apart from the CEO, there is one more project leader, one scientist 
and one responsible for the documentation. There are also twelve core con-
sultants working with the company and another 30 in the outer network. 
Another source of knowledge mentioned by the CEO is the board: “The 
reason as to why we are able to have so many projects running is due to the existing 
expertise at hand amongst our board members and consultants.” The CEO explains 
that what it boils down to when considering competence management is 

14 Due diligence refers to the investigation or audit of a potential investment.
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whether or not it is more efficiently effective to employ someone full-time 
or to continue to work on a consultancy basis. “As for now, we are not lacking 
competence. But we do wish to have another project leader to run and coordinate one 
of the projects. And when the timing comes, we will recruit that someone,” adds the 
CEO. 

The core consultants that are involved in Company A have been with 
them since the beginning. They joined in, as mentioned earlier, during the 
formation of the company, and these are the ones primarily consulted. The 
others have gradually been included and have mainly been acknowledged 
through contacts. When it comes to contract organizations, Company A is 
working with many from different parts of the world. The evaluation criteria 
have been more focused on the potential quality of delivery and less on geo-
graphical barriers. “We choose by interpreting their [the contract organization’s] 
commitment and through personal contact. There sure are difficulties with language 
and culture, but it’s not a decisive factor,” ensures the CEO. Company A has also 
worked with both larger and smaller contract organizations, all of which 
have delivered good results. But as the CEO adds, they still believe that in 
the long run, it is better to collaborate with a company that understands the 
implications of being small.

The financial situation of the company

Company A is a privately held company with three major owners who have 
been with them since the foundation of the company. One representative 
from the biggest owner is part of the board and acts as a link between Com-
pany A and the others. According to the CEO, the owners have all been very 
supportive of their work and thus have not put them in any financially dif-
ficult situations. “It is all about working closely with the board in order to ensure 
their wish to participate in our growth. It is a continuous process and one has to be 
able to read the signals they give us when they’re in doubt.” (CEO, Company A). 

Apart from VC money, the company has applied for different grants, both 
from Sweden and other countries. Although none received, the CEO still 
believes it to be worth the time and effort: “It is a good way to create awareness, 
so despite the loads of work, we are not giving up.” 
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The big picture from the CEO of Company A’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the CEO of Company A names 
strategy and demand as the most important. “No matter how fantastic the 
product is, without the demand, it will not be worth it,” argues the CEO. He also 
emphasizes the importance of realizing the weaknesses of an idea as early 
as possible to avoid aiming too high from the beginning, and thus fall flat 
half way in the process. One other important issue not stated amongst the 
four major influencing factors is documentation. According to the CEO, a lot 
of people are not aware of the necessity to document all activities from the 
beginning. This might cause difficulties and delays once realizing that the 
required information is not available when needed.

9.2 Case B15 

Company B was founded in 2001 when a Professor at Karolinska Institutet 
identified bio-molecules with the ability to affect apoptosis, programmed cell 
death, a mechanism involved in many diseases. Based on this finding, new 
bio-molecules were developed that potentially could be used in treating these 
diseases. By 2007, the owners decided that the project was mature enough to 
move on from discovery phase to development phase. New personnel were 
hired to acquire the industrial knowledge and competence needed for drug 
development. In the past three years, a business model has been put together 
and the operational process is in progress. Several IP (intellectual property) 
rights have also been granted, and the main drug candidate prepared for 
entering the first trials in humans (clinical trial Phase I, CT I).

Today, Company B employs six people, is located in one of Sweden’s largest 
Life Science clusters, and is run by their two key management members – the 
CEO and the head of pharmacology. The overall business focus is to develop 
their main drug candidate in one niche indication, from discovery to clinical 
proof of concept (early Phase II). 

Discovery and development

During the years in the discovery phase, Company B identified two branches 
of bio-molecules as drug candidates, but the development focus has been 

15 This Case is based on an interview with the CEO of Company B (100317) and company home-
page materials.
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put only on one of them. This is, as explained by the CEO, due to the size of 
the company and its limited resources leading to a need to focus. As for the 
evaluation criteria, technological strength and market potential were the 
two foremost important and inseparable reasons behind the choice. Also, the 
main drug candidate has no disclosed competition making it unique in that 
sense. There are several potential indications for the compounds since the 
underlying mechanisms are, as mentioned above, involved in many disease 
processes. But again, due to limited resources, the development focus has up 
until now been put only on one niche indication. 

The progression of research activities has according to the CEO generally 
followed the operational plan since 2007 with a few delays, mainly due to 
technical and financial issues. As explained by the CEO: “There are always 
aspects in drug development that takes more time than one intended them to, it’s dif-
ficult to state out one specific thing as the reason behind it all.” 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

As described above, the overall business focus, since the establishment of the 
company, is to discover and develop their main drug candidate from discov-
ery to proof of concept. In parallel, they intend to search for opportunities to 
out-license to a Big Pharma for further clinical development and future mar-
ket entry. This strategic decision is based on a classic business model for small 
drug development companies where the value of the company is considered 
to have increased after proof of concept for reasonable amount of invest-
ments, making it a profitable strategy for the owners. But although this is the 
theoretically supported plan of action, the CEO of Company B still empha-
sizes the importance of being open to other opportunities. 

Company B is presently planning for their main drug candidate to enter 
CT I with the chosen niche indication. If the trial goes as planned, continued 
development to reach proof of concept will follow in preparation for the 
intended out-licensing. The other candidates and indications will then be 
value-adding components in the evaluation of the company. But if the CT I 
do not render as optimistic results as anticipated, a backup plan – which con-
sists of an alternative candidate drug (an altered version of the main candi-
date) – could be developed. Company B has also already initiated discussions 
with potential investors as they find it important to plan ahead. As explained 
by the CEO: ”It is important to have an idea of what they want and profile oneself 
accordingly. You can’t showcase the same package to two different companies.” 
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Since Company B only consists of six employees, it is not possible to have 
all the relevant knowledge in-house, and due to financial reasons, employ-
ing is out of the question. According to the CEO, the solution they find 
most applicable is to use consultants in different areas. “One can always use 
more knowledge in-house, but we can’t afford to have money tied up in personnel, 
hence the consultancy solution.” (CEO, Company B). The consultants involved 
are very active within the company and act as the initial communication 
channel between Company B and other specialists such as CMOs (contract 
manufacturing organizations), CROs (contract research organizations), and 
regulatory experts and the like – also of great importance to the company. As 
further explained by the CEO: “We do what we do best, namely the fundamental 
biology and protein research in the earlier phases of drug discovery and develop-
ment. The rest we leave to the people that have their expertise in the specific areas 
of process development, production, preclinical tests, safety studies and clinical tri-
als.” The company works with different contract organization on different 
branches of the development process and considers the quality of delivery 
good in general. “I’m sure they [CMOs and CROs] have a very good market consid-
ering the sometimes limited knowledge out there on what to do and when to do it.” 
(CEO, Company B). But although the expertise of a contract organization is 
somewhat assured by the word of mouth between contacts, the CEO points 
out that in-house knowledge is still necessary to be able to preserve control. 
“One can never expect the contract organizations to be as committed to the project as 
we are, or for them to think outside the box when delivering. They go as far as we tell 
them to and no more.” (CEO, Company B). 

The financial situation of the company

Company B is privately owned and has three shareholder groups, namely 
the founder and two Swedish venture capital companies (VCs), all of which 
are represented in the board of directors. The founder is still active as the 
research adviser of the company; the VCs, both supporting Company B with 
almost an equal amount of funding, direct the development process along 
with the chairman of the board. Since the VCs are the main investors, they 
are facing a lot of risks, as pharmaceutical investments are not the cheapest 
ones to be involved in. In response, the owners control the project, the mile-
stones and their budgets tightly. “The ownership structure in most small phar-
maceutical companies is complex. Having two almost equal sized VCs is sometimes 
difficult. But for us, it has been more of an advantage. They both work on a compara-
tively common ground and generally have consensus in what to do.” (CEO, Com-
pany B). Apart from VC funding, Company B has also applied and received 
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grants from VINNOVA and different EU funds. But as emphasized by the 
CEO: “Grants usually doesn’t involve that much money, so we have used them earlier 
on to finance smaller tests and projects. As for now, when approaching the manufac-
turing and clinical phase, we are in for the bigger cash and thus can’t rely on grants 
to do the job. It’s just not worth the effort.” The CEO also argues that there is a 
gap between preclinical studies and clinical trials when it comes to funding. 
In order to perform the costly first clinical tests, investors are crucial. But 
in order to find investors, the results from clinical trials are necessary. One 
of the reasons why it might be even more difficult for Company B to find 
funding is the additional costs related to the production of large molecules 
instead of small molecules – “a cost often forgotten,” reminded the CEO. It was 
never disclosed how far in the future Company B’s current financing covers 
their operating expenses. The CEO did reveal though that their project needs 
funding for another three years before the intended exit. 

The big picture from the CEO of Company B’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the CEO of Company B names 
financing as the most important. But not far behind is product strategy and 
business development knowledge placed as the second most important factor 
for a successful business. As elaborated by the CEO: “I don’t believe most people 
are considering the nature of their end-product in beforehand. Maybe they get stuck 
for too long in the preclinical discovery stage instead of moving on to the development 
stage, also not realizing the big difference between those two.” 

9.3 Case C16

Company C started up as a classic academic spinout year 2000. One professor 
at Karolinska Institutet had a specific idea that a certain substance should 
behave in a certain way in inflammation diseases. An idea that resulted in 
the first set up of a clinical trial in humans the same year. After achieving 
very positive results, a second clinical trial was prepared in collaboration 
with an international Big Pharma. The only requirement on Company C 
was to conduct a larger trial than first intended, i.e. doubling the number of 
patients. In return, Company C received a significant milestone fee for future 
licensing rights. In 2004, the results from the second clinical trial were made 

16 The case is based on an interview with the Vice President of Company C (100318) and com-
pany homepage materials.
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available and ended in disappointing conclusions. After examining the pos-
sible cause for these results, Company C realized that due to their lack of 
certain aspects of preclinical knowledge, the trial was conducted differently 
(the patient population were somewhat different) when compared to the 
first trial, and hence the setback. It took Company C another two years to 
fully grasp the underlying mechanisms of their compound, during which 
the rights to develop and commercialize the main candidate drug once out-
licensed was returned by the Big Pharma. With a better understanding of all 
the mechanisms involved in their compound, Company C conducted a third 
clinical trial (Phase II). This time, although with fewer patients, but with 
the same category as in the first clinical trial, the positive results anticipated 
were achieved in mid 2009. 

Today, Company C employs twelve people and is located in one of Swe-
den’s biggest Life Science clusters. They also have, together with its phar-
maceutical operations, a fully owned subsidiary working with diagnostic 
products. 

Discovery and development

Company C’s pipeline consists today of different immunomodulatory can-
didate drugs. The main candidate drug has, as mentioned above, recently 
been through its third clinical trial for one of its several potential indica-
tions. Only a limited amount of resources have been invested into the other 
pipeline candidates this recent year. As explained by the Vice President, VP, 
of Company C: ”The main focus is now being put on progressing and ensuring the 
advance of the main drug candidate. It is always easier once you’ve gotten a suc-
cess story to tell.” The VP also mentions how the clinical trials often claim 
substantial attention of a company the size of Company C, and thus when 
having one project there, the rest will automatically have to step back for a 
while. “It is of course also a question of money,” continues the VP. 

Since Company C managed to start the first clinical trial back in year 2000 
without extensive preclinical research; their advance in the development 
process has been rather fast. “For us, the opportunities really has been present-
ing themselves one step ahead of us,” the VP pointed out, “and when you put that 
into the drug development model, we have almost progressed too fast. Especially the 
clinical stages, and thus leaving the surrounding activities such as toxicology and 
formulations somewhat behind.” Company C did not have any delays between 
the preclinical and the clinical stage of drug development. Instead, they had 
to speed up and redo some of the earlier steps later on leading to delays in the 
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project development phase. But the VP also points out how they, by obtain-
ing their first clinical trial results that early in the company’s history, gained 
a major advantage that made it easier to find licensing partners and finan-
ciers early on. 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

Company C is presently working along two major routes to find a solu-
tion that will ensure the progression of their main project. Throughout the 
development process, there have been several underlying strategic targets 
but no fixed business plan as to how, when and what to do. In the begin-
ning it was all about identifying the right intellectual patent combinations 
to cover all substances in the company pipeline. Then it was about getting 
enough data to use when looking for ways to commercialize the project. 
Right now, Company C is evaluating their choice to find a licensing partner 
for a comprehensive Phase III study on their main candidate drug and/or to 
find additional venture capital investments to enable a pivotal Phase III trial 
on a more specialized indication with the ambition that it will be enough for 
registration. As explained by the VP: “We don’t have a coherent strategy because 
it is not possible – that, we know from experience. We have two alternative ways to 
proceed and are working with both of them.“ Working both ways, the company 
has initiated collaborations with some inflammatory bowel disease special-
ists in a European country to start testing its product on patients in a specific 
indication under a so-called compassionate use program. The company has 
also initiated discussions with several potential future licensing partners. To 
create awareness of the company portfolio, they have chosen to work with 
an external representative that will travel the world displaying Company C’s 
case and attract attention on different partnering events. “The challenge is to 
be seen amongst all those thousands both good and worthless innovations,” com-
mented the VP. 

The size of the company is, as stated by the VP, always an issue in smaller 
companies. Company C normally has twelve employees but they are right 
now down to ten. Amongst the employees, the CEO has, on top of his medi-
cal education, a strong background from the financial/investment sector. A 
few have experience from the Big Pharma industry. But the majority comes 
from an academic background. “In a way, I would say that we for sure lack inter-
nal competence in several areas relevant when it comes to developing new medicines,” 
explains the VP, “so it’s down to having a number of consultants that can help us.” 
Company C is engaged with approximately ten consultants in their everyday 
operations. These consultants are commonly identified through namedrop-
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ping within the company networks, and one hopes to find the experts within 
each relevant field. “There are plenty of consultants out there, but whether there 
are enough good ones or not, that’s a different question,” (VP, Company C). Com-
pany C is also using contract organizations for different stages of the devel-
opment process, but finds it difficult as a small company to identify the ones 
offering the best support. “Will they deliver a good enough product and do they 
really have the competence they claim? Also, will they treat your project as if it was 
their own? To be able to figure these questions out, you’ll need a lot of in-house com-
petence.” (VP, Company C).

The financial situation of the company

Company C is currently privately owned by a total of 101 shareholders. The 
dominating part of company financing has come from venture capitalist 
investments and milestone payment from license partners. The two major 
shareowners are represented within the board of directors as members, and 
they have been very interested in the activities of the company, following 
its progression closely. There has also been a third large VC financier, but 
they left a few years back. According to the VP, no research grants have been 
applied for: “I understand us to be too big to be able to find cash large enough to 
make a difference,” commented the VP, “ok if a scientist gets half a million for a 
project, but our basic turnaround is 25 million a year.” Another reason for not 
applying is the connection the VP sees between grants and certain future 
conditions and requirements. “The VC money is not conditional in the same way.” 
(VP, Company C).

Having been through seven financial rounds, the monetary condition for 
Company C has been going up and down through their ten years of opera-
tion with some years being more difficult than others. The past years finan-
cial crisis has also left its mark on the progression of the company. “There’s a 
cycle out there affecting us all when it comes to finance. The past years have accord-
ing to everyone been pitch-black, and we wouldn’t have made it if our major owners 
hadn’t temporarily backed us up again.” (VP, Company C). Company C has also 
earlier worked for the possibility of entering the stock market but had to 
withdraw due to the unexpected results from the earlier second clinical trial. 
Now, the discussion has been lifted once again, but according to the VP, it 
will not be of real interest until the plans for the future operations have been 
set. The current economic situation of the company will not cover its activi-
ties for long. But even though the future is unclear, the VP is optimistic: “We 
are working on two solutions to our financial situation and I am unmistakably posi-
tive. I think we can do it.”
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The big picture from the Vice President of Company C’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the VP of Company C names 
the technical part as the most important. Although financing is always need-
ed, the technology is still considered more essential. The VP also states that 
the regulatory difficulties are not a very big issue since there are certain rules 
and guidelines to follow, and all companies have to get through them. 

9.4 Case D17

Company D was founded in 1998 by two professors at Lund University after 
the identification of a biomarker for cartilage turnover. They spent most of 
the first two years developing diagnostic products when discovering their 
first drug candidate in year 2000. Working both ways, the company struggled 
to finance its operations until the present day majority owner got involved in 
2003. One year later, the current CEO joined Company D with the intention 
to strengthen their pharmaceutical sector, leading to the acquisition of four 
new candidate drugs.

Today, Company D employs thirteen people and is situated in one of Swe-
den’s largest Life Science centers. The strategic orientation of the company is 
chronic joint diseases with a pipeline consisting of five drug substances, one 
currently finishing its first clinical trial. 

Discovery and development

The discovery and development process of Company D differs slightly from 
the typical academic startup model with the acquisition of its four substanc-
es. These drug candidates originated from the chemical library of a research 
and development/consulting company where they had, at the time of the 
acquisition, already progressed past basic research. According to the CEO of 
Company D, the earlier relationship between these two companies lowered 
the barriers of entry and thus facilitated the acquisition. 

The progression of Company D’s research activities has had a distinct delay 
due to a substance quality issue. It took the company up to one year to resolve 
the setback, leading to the postponement of other related activities. Apart 

17 This Case is based on an interview with the CEO of Company D (100414) and company 
homepage materials.
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from this major misfortune, there were also other happenings taking up 
time. Facing earlier unmet difficulties, the CEO believes it to be inevitable 
for most newly established companies to find themselves somewhat behind 
schedule: “When being such a young company as we are, every task we perform 
beyond preclinical research is our first. Consequently, things are going to take more 
time than perhaps necessary. It is definitely a tough learning process.” Having been 
aware of these circumstances in advance, Company D has chosen to explic-
itly express the need to proceed with a broader range of projects in a slower 
pace and more accurately. “We are aware that we could have speeded things up 
from the beginning, but that would have been to a completely different cost and at 
a different level of risk, so we chose to do the opposite,” adds the CEO. Once they 
achieved enough data, the substance with the earliest best preclinical results 
was chosen to be the main project. With one running full speed in its clini-
cal trial, the other projects are forced to a slower progression. The pharma-
ceutical pipeline of Company D also includes two substances not completely 
in line with the strategic core of the company and thus has been put on the 
market for out-licensing opportunities.

Despite already being involved with five pharmaceutical pipeline projects, 
Company D is not opposed to bringing new ideas onboard either through 
internal research or external sources. They are constantly on the lookout for 
new possibilities, although not actively at the moment. “If we find something 
more promising than what we’ve already got, we would probably be interested in 
switching our focus,” states the CEO. 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

Three years ago, Company D’s business strategy was distinctly altered when 
they realized that their first objective, not to take any project further than 
preclinical research, was proved to be inapt. After recognizing the change in 
customer preferences, the company adapted itself to the new market condi-
tions and took its projects further down the drug development path. “It was 
a tough challenge but everything depends on the current situation,” explains the 
CEO. The company has also initiated the search for future potential part-
ners but is convinced that trial results say more than words. They therefore 
choose to gather as much data as possible before showcasing their offer.

The core competence of Company D is in the hands of thirteen employees 
including the CEO, the IP manager, ten scientists and one responsible for 
the economy. Being a small company, they have to make the best of whatever 
resources are available. “Some of our scientists are now building some basic regu-
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latory and clinical competence to become somewhat conversant in these respective 
areas,” mentioned the CEO, “we learn by doing.” Since Company D wants to 
avoid the accumulation of fixed costs, they see the use of consultants as the 
best solution. New recruitments are only carried out when the demand reach-
es a critical mass making the consultancy solution no longer appropriate: 
“It isn’t about trying to use up all the money we’ve got, it’s about using them when 
necessary. We will not hire just to increase our physical size, we will hire only when 
it is the most cost effective thing to do.” According to the CEO, research is what 
Company D does best and thus is kept in-house. Another source of knowl-
edge not to be forgotten is the contribution of the board. The consultants 
and contract organizations that are involved in Company D’s operations are 
mainly recognized through their skills and brand recognition. Geographical 
location has not been an issue. The company has chosen to mainly work with 
the international big brands since the CEO “imagine” it to be an advantage to 
have been working with the contract organizations that are well recognized 
amongst Big Pharma. The delivery has been considered satisfactory so far.

The financial situation of the company

Company D is a privately held company mainly owned (70 %) by one major 
holding company since 2003. Before that, the founders spent most of their 
time, trying to fund the next month’s activities through different loans and 
smaller investments. After the holding company got involved, Company D 
has not experienced any more financial difficulties and the CEO have been 
able to put all efforts into project operations. According to the CEO, Com-
pany D has not applied for any grants apart from a EU initiative currently 
running. “We do have mixed feelings about our involvement. On the positive side, 
we gain financial support and some new contacts, but the bureaucracy scares us,” 
explains the CEO, “if it wasn’t for our collaboration with the University in charge 
of the project, we wouldn’t have participated.” 

The owners of Company D has a long-term interest in the company with 
the objectives to build an independent organization, making it possible for 
the company to work in its own pace. There are no intensions to become 
public and the CEO does not see it as a viable option for anyone. The only 
possible outcome according to the CEO is involuntary shortsightedness. 
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The big picture from the CEO of Company D’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the CEO of Company D names 
the technical product as the most important. But not far behind is marketing 
abilities and strategic awareness placed as the second most important factor 
for a successful business. “I assume that the ability to market oneself is always 
an advantage, but I hope it isn’t too advantageous,” says the CEO. Another fac-
tor brought forward is the contribution made by the board of directors. The 
CEO argues that the ownership structure in many smaller pharmaceutical 
companies is very complex, and that the directors representing the venture 
capitalist companies involved are commonly fixated on protecting their own 
benefits in this matrix instead of on what’s actually best for the company. 
“I’m certainly aware of our luck of having an owner that is in it for the long run. It 
makes such a difference!” (CEO, Company D).

9.5 Case E18 

Company E is a small pharmaceutical company with one candidate drug 
in its first clinical trial, primarily focused on hematologic diseases. It was 
founded in 2003 in order to be able to enter the 6th Framework Programme 
(a funding programme set up by the European Union in order to fund and 
promote European research and technological development). The molecule 
was found during research activities at Karolinska Institutet by a team con-
sisting of one professor, three docents, and two PhDs. During its first operat-
ing years, only one or two people worked part-time in the company. Later, 
in 2006, the number of personnel increased slightly. But it wasn’t until 2008, 
when the current CEO was recruited, that the size of the company reached 
today’s total of six employees. 

Company E is now situated in one of Sweden’s largest Life Science clusters 
and the progression of the development process has gone from basic preclini-
cal studies, through toxicology and IP programs, to CT I and commercial-
ization. Further plans for 2010 is to implement the strategy for CT II and 
outline future modes of action. 

18 This Case is based on an interview with the CEO of Company E (100329) and company home-
page materials.
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Discovery and development

The candidate drug presently in clinic is the one developed the furthest by 
Company E. Additional backup compounds, running at half-speed, is as well 
present in this project for better compliance. The company’s pipeline also 
includes two completely separate programs, which are still in early discov-
ery phase and currently on standby due to financial reasons. Company E’s 
evaluation criterion to focus only on its main candidate is the level of value 
exchanged by the main project. As explained by the CEO: ”Good results here 
[in the main project] will grow more value to the company than any effort put into 
the others [the secondary projects] will at the moment.” Apart from value adding, 
the market situation is also beneficial for the main candidate drug since no 
one has been able to do what Company E is doing so far. But the CEO adds 
that if it was up to him, he would have preferred to have more projects up 
and running to reduce the risks involved of being a “one idea-business”. 

The progression of research activities has according to the CEO been as 
planned for the past two years, with the exception of some delays in the 
clinical trial recruiting process, which was solved by opening more clinics. 
However, there were drawn-out processes in the preclinical stages before 
his time, mainly due to the lack of knowledge on how to move the project 
from basic research to product development. Other sticky factors might have 
included filing applications and supplements or being overly optimistic when 
scheduling. As explained by the CEO: “Before entering product development, the 
preclinical phase is pretty straightforward. But once you start wrapping these into 
a package along with development and manufacturing, it gets complicated. I don’t 
believe a lot of projects have that knowhow.” 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

The business strategy of Company E is to gather as much data as necessary to 
enable a sale that ensures payout to the owners. Other possible exits might be 
to out-license or engage in partnership deals. “I believe that the earlier intension 
were for Company E to sell the project already after its first trial, but I doubt it will 
be possible. The kinds of [risk-reducing] data that will attract Big Pharma’s interest 
in those stages are rare today considering the high set standards.” (CEO, Company 
E). Furthermore, the CEO affirms that the owners have no plans to expand 
the company; it is believed to be difficult since the facilities of a “one idea-
business” are not favorable for long-term growth. 

As mentioned earlier, Company E has today an employment of six people, 
most of which are recruited after the arrival of the company’s current CEO. 
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“One thing that I have learnt from earlier experience is the necessity of having the 
right competence. Nobody can have all the knowhow so you’ll need a team of at least 
six people to do the job.” Apart from the full-time employees, Company E uses a 
group of 10–15 consultants to deal with the issues not manageable within the 
company, most of whom the CEO have had past working experiences with. 
When working with an internal group of people as well as an external group 
of consultants, the CEO emphasizes the importance of having a plan and 
knowing in advance what to be expecting. “If you don’t know what situations 
awaits you in the future, then you will not know what knowledge you’ll need in order 
to deal with them.” (CEO, Company E). Company E has chosen to keep the 
project leaders and the preclinical scientists in-house since these are the core 
competencies though to be most valuable internally. The CEO of Company 
E also mentions how it would have been in their interest to recruit another 
two or three project leaders since it is not desirable for one to be working 
with too many consultants. But due to financial reasons, this is not yet pos-
sible. 

Apart from consultants, Company E involves different contract organiza-
tions in different parts of the process. The choice of an East Asian-collabora-
tion was before the present CEO’s time but he assumes that the competitive 
prices were the primary attraction. “They have delivered decent results so far, but 
there are definitely [geographically] closer contract organizations that are able to do 
the same quality job with less administrative and social complications,” explains the 
CEO. When it comes to the other organizations, located primarily in Swe-
den, earlier recognition through networks has been the major reason behind 
the choices. 

Company E is now in the process of drawing awareness to the company in 
preparation for the future exit. They will also, after the results from the first 
clinical trial, try to find potential partners that might be interested in get-
ting involved before the second trial. “It often takes about 6–12 months to sign a 
deal, so it’s worth starting preparation early,” states the CEO. 

The financial situation of the company

Company E is privately owned and has four major shareholders financing 
their operations. Two of these are represented within the board as well as 
two of the cofounders. Other board members are experts in different fields 
of relevance. The current financial support covers all company activities 
within this year, but no more. The original expectations were to find a part-
ner in order to support the first clinical trial but that opportunity has not yet 
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emerged. Instead, an alternative plan is now executed in which the company 
has involved a VC expert in search for two new owners to support its contin-
ued development. “The competition is tuff. It’s not like there are plenty of venture 
capitalist companies out there scanning only Swedish Cancer projects. But since we’ve 
come quite far in our development, it will hopefully increase our chances,” said the 
CEO.

Apart from venture capitalist investments, Company E has applied for and 
received Swedish grants to finance its operations. They have also, up until 
recently, been supported by the 6th Framework Program as mentioned earlier. 
But the CEO states that they will spend no more time applying for different 
grants: “It’s too complicated. Some are ok, but the EU grants are too extensive. The 
time required to apply and wait for the decision is much better off spent in search for 
new owners.” 

The big picture from the CEO of Company E’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the CEO of Company E names 
competence as the most important. Although emphasizing that all four fac-
tors are crucial in its own way for a successful development, the CEO argues 
that there is a possibility that a mediocre innovation could render better 
potential with the right competence at hand than a brilliant innovation 
could if handled less skillfully. According to the CEO, many smaller compa-
nies are very reliant on their board of directors and hence need experienced 
and knowledgeable members. Since the investors are commonly represented 
within the board, their understanding of the drug development process is as 
well crucial to the company’s decision-making process. 

The second most important factor from the CEO’s perspective is the inno-
vative and technical strength of the project. Both financing and the regula-
tory activities are seen as achievable as long as the first two requirements are 
met. Other important factors not mentioned are leadership and communica-
tion: “One has to be able to engage and motivate others in doing what they do best. 
Also, endurance and patience are aspects worth mentioning.” (CEO, Company E).
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9.6 Case F19 

Company F was founded in 2006 as a subsidiary to the organizational group 
led by a leading professor after his discovery of a new way of treatment that 
is likely to be applicable in a various range of indications. The focus of Com-
pany F has been put on one of these disease areas whilst a second subsidiary 
is profiled to one of the other plausible indications. The parent company was 
established in year 2000 and although both subsidiaries have the same CEO, 
they are treated as two separate entities due to financial and operational ben-
efits, and thus will be described as such in the following text. Company F is 
the subsidiary that has progressed the furthest with its lead drug candidate in 
the planning stage for its second clinical trial.

Today, the company is located in one of Sweden’s largest Life Science clus-
ters with only the CEO as a fulltime employee. The overall business concept 
is to demonstrate new opportunities within the field of CNS or Women’s 
Health in the search for a future potential partner or a merger & acquisition 
(M&A) transaction. 

Discovery and development

Company F is currently working with a set of substances within their specif-
ic field of indication, all of which derived from their internal research facil-
ity. Its lead drug candidate has in the past four years progressed through all 
necessary safety studies, a first clinical trial in humans and is now advancing 
towards its second clinical trial. It was selected due to the high amount of 
data available and the benefits it possessed that enabled a sooner entry into 
clinical development stages. The other substances are seen as value-creating 
components in the company’s strategy, indicating lifecycle management and 
long-sightedness.

Most of the preclinical studies performed on Company F’s lead substance 
were conducted before the foundation of the company and followed an aca-
demic approach, meaning less stringent time schedules and rather inefficient 
efforts. But once the subsidiaries were formed and the CEO recruited – bring-
ing a stronger knowledge of drug development into the company – things 
have progressed fairly smoothly. According to the CEO of Company F, there 
have been no major delays apart from the extended first clinical trial. “We 
recently encountered some difficulties concerning the appropriate mode of prepara-

19 This Case is based on an interview with the CEO of Company F (100319) and company home-
page materials.
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tion which has led to a postponement of related activities,” says the CEO, “but we 
are almost through now and soon we’ll be entering Phase II.” The CEO continues 
to explain how: ”certain activities will surely progress slower when doing them for 
the first time. But the lessons we learn when working with this lead drug candidate 
will most definitely be used to speed things up for the next round.”

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

As mentioned above, Company F’s business strategy is to develop its novel 
treatment principle until proof of concept is demonstrated, while searching 
for a strategic partnership or a transaction opportunity. Although the strat-
egy is not “set in stone”, the CEO doubts that there will be any changes: “It all 
depends on the money, even if that’s a bit sad for me as a former academic to admit.” 
According to the CEO, there are plenty of models indicating how the maxi-
mum increase of value is being created in the company for the least amount 
of resources when progressing from a first clinical trial to proof of concept. 
Furthermore, since Company F is financed mainly by venture capitalist orga-
nizations, the investors are expecting a timely exit in compensation for their 
continuous support. “The resources necessary to pull off a Phase III clinical trial 
is more than most smaller companies can handle. It’s not only about the money but 
organization wise as well,” claims the CEO. 

Company F has already started looking for partners through different 
networks and partnering events. “I know very well from past experience that 
finding a partner and signing a contract takes a long time, so I’ve decided to start 
early,” says the CEO. She is at the moment trying to identify the interested 
companies and making them aware of Company F’s existence and what they 
are planning to offer. The objective is to increase as much company value as 
possible and at the same time show transparency. If appropriate, the company 
might also slightly alter its projects to fit the profile of potential partners. “I 
believe it’s good to get some feedback on our case from our stakeholders since it makes 
it easier for us to create a more attractive package,” adds the CEO.

Having only one fulltime employee, Company F is utmost dependent on 
consultants and contract organizations to support them in their operations. 
Some of these are assigned to the company in longer contracts whilst some in 
shorter. The CEO does not give any specific reason as to why they have cho-
sen not to employ: “It simply turned out this way and it has worked well so far.” 
The consultants involved in the company have mainly been acknowledged 
through networks and recommendations. According to the CEO: “being situ-
ated in the same building as other Life Science companies really makes these kinds of 
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things [finding help and recommendations] much easier.” Contract organizations 
are also mainly found through networks. Price is considered important but 
not as critical as how they treat their clients. The CEO of Company F sees 
advantages with both larger and smaller contract organizations: “It is easier 
to get full attention when collaborating with a smaller CRO, but at the same time, a 
larger CRO with a stronger brand awareness that Big Pharma is familiar with might 
benefit us in a due diligence.” 

The financial situation of the company

Company F is a private company owned by its parent company and two ven-
ture capitalist organizations. In the beginning, only one of these VC compa-
nies was involved and the majority of the shares are still in the hands of that 
company. The second VC joined in later on and the CEO is now considering 
bringing in a third investor. Despite the recent financial crisis, Company F 
has not experienced any financial difficulties. The owners are according to 
the CEO very supportive and very inclined to keep their amount of company 
shares. “Sometimes, it’s almost as if they [the VCs] are too committed and not willing 
to give anyone else the opportunity to get involved,” laughs the CEO. Company 
F has not applied for any grants to fund their development activities due to 
the increased workload involved. The parent company though, has applied 
to some, but only because of their focus on basic research rather than drug 
development. According to the CEO, excess financial availability would not 
change how things are handled within the company. “Our business strategy 
would stay the same.” (CEO, Company F).

The big picture from the CEO of Company F’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the CEO of Company F names 
the innovation as the most important. But she also adds that it is not, as 
often assumed, the future potential of the product that is important. Instead, 
it is whether or not anyone will be likely to pay for it in the end that counts. 
Another factor brought up was the importance of being able to explain ones 
project. “There are so many stakeholders involved in a drug development process 
[investors, collaborators, media, potential partners and buyers et cetera] that you 
have to convince in order to succeed. So if you’re not the least pedagogic, that might 
become a problem,” elaborates the CEO.
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9.7 Case G20 

Company G was originally founded in a European country outside of Swe-
den in 1998 by a couple of researchers at a University. Due to some country-
specific regulatory difficulties, the entire organization, consisting then of 
six scientists and the CEO, moved to Sweden in year 2000. After the arrival, 
Company G engaged a contract organization to deal with the drug develop-
ment of their main drug candidate to bring the substance from preclinical 
stage into its first clinical trial. The project ended up with devastating results 
and for the subsequent years to come, Company G remained stuck in the 
earlier development stages. In 2004, the present day product development 
manager (PDM) was recruited, strengthening the internal drug develop-
ment competence. Within the following year, the main drug candidate was 
approved by the Swedish Medical Products Agency, and its first clinical trial 
initiated. 

Today, Company G has grown into one of Sweden’s largest small pharma-
ceutical companies with almost 50 employees. Apart from its research depart-
ment, the organization also handles its own production and has an additional 
Animal Health operation (not included in the following case description). 
The company is situated in one of Sweden’s largest Life Science centers and 
has four substances in its Human Health pipeline. One of these projects is 
currently running its Phase III trial whilst the rest are planned to succes-
sively enter their first clinical trial within the subsequent two years. 

Discovery and development

Company G has only worked with projects derived from their in-house 
research activities leading to its four pipeline drugs. The substance devel-
oped the furthest was chosen due to its highest improvement potential, and 
according to earlier market analysis, the future demand of similar substances 
will most likely increase. 

Due to the unsuccessful collaboration between Company G and the Swed-
ish contract organization mentioned above given full responsibility for the 
main project, an extensive delay was unavoidable. According to the product 
development manager, the difficulties arose since there was no real drug 
development competence within the company at the time, and the CRO was 
not able to deliver. But once the drug development knowhow was recruited 

20 This Case is based on an interview with the PDM of Company G (100421) and company 
homepage materials.
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in-house, the project advanced in a stepwise manner. “We did have other sourc-
es of interruptions apart from the failed CRO collaboration, but that collaboration 
was the main setback in relation to the delay between preclinical and clinical stages,” 
explained the product development manager. The other sources of interrup-
tions mentioned included difficulties in recruiting patients and disruptions 
in manufacturing activities. 

The organizational and strategic structure of “pharming”

The overall business strategy of Company G is to develop their projects all 
the way to the market through partnerships, supporting the final and most 
expensive stages. Up until now, the company has brought one of their candi-
dates to Phase III trial and is currently working with a partner that will be 
responsible for marketing and sales in the future market entry. “It wasn’t dif-
ficult to find interested partners since they are always out there scanning for oppor-
tunities. But it does take a very long time to finalize a contract.” (PDM, Company 
G). According to the product development manager, the company did not put 
much effort into profiling themselves towards any potential future partner. 
Instead, they showcased their offer once they had gathered enough data to do 
so.

Today, Company G consists of circa 50 people working in its manufactur-
ing facilities, regulatory department, economy department, human resource 
department, quality department and medical product development depart-
ment. A few years ago, the company recruited up to twenty new employees 
within a year to be able to deal with the increased workload of its operations, 
most of which involved the manufacturing activities. Within the product 
development department there are currently six employees whereof three 
were newly recruited when they entered Phase III. “We have grown larger than 
we had expected,” adds the product development manager. 

Company G uses consultants mainly when it comes to short-term demands. 
Since having been involved with “experts” of very different calibers, the bad 
ones are the ones being remembered. Despite the unpleasant experience with 
the former CRO, Company G still collaborates with many different contract 
organizations and the product development manager implies that the qual-
ity of delivery differs markedly. “The contract organizations are very good at not 
delivering what was promised at an even higher price than initially offered. One 
really have to keep a close eye on the collaboration process and be aware of what 
there is to expect.” (PDM, Company G). The product development manager 
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further implies that there are no major differences between the local and the 
international contract organizations. 

The financial situation of the company

The ownership structure of Company G differs slightly from the typical 
small sized pharmaceutical company by not involving any venture capitalist 
organizations. In the beginning, the company was owned by a self-founded 
holding company selling shares to friends and angel investors. It was a short-
sighted funding strategy that ensured their financial capacity for no more 
than three month at a time. To further finance its operations, Company G 
started another business alongside its drug development activities in order to 
secure a continuous cash flow.

Today, only the drug development business is still operating with its activi-
ties financed by the public stock market and a partnering deal. The company 
has chosen not to apply for any grants due to the efforts required without 
having any prior notice as to whether or not anything good will come out of 
it. Overall, the financial conditions of Company G have been quite typical: 
“Our financing situation has both been up and down. There are times when we have 
to prioritize, but also times when we’re relatively free to do as we want,” says the 
product development manager. The PDM also points out that the company 
have been in contact with a couple of Life Science venture capitalist compa-
nies, but chosen not to get involved.

The big picture from the PDM of Company G’s perspective

When discussing the four main environmental factors recognized in this 
study to influence the drug development process in a micro- and small-sized 
pharmaceutical and biotechnology company, the product development man-
ager of Company G names competence as the most important factor, without 
neglecting the significance of financing. “Simply having a good product is 
not necessarily enough. One has to be able to run the development and market the 
company in order to move forward,” argues the product development manager. 
In relation to the importance of having enough competence within the com-
pany, the product development manager also emphasizes the importance of 
having understanding and focused leaders.


